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Pay raise killed
by House, 38Q-48
Simon, Poshard
score victory in
raise decision

r

9) DBrilel Wallenberg

StatfWriter

Two Illinois Congressmen were
su~ful

in having the 51 per.
cent PAY raise rejected Tuesday

when the C .S. House of
Representatives voted against
the raise 380-48.
LegisJa tion a: ~empting to
nullifv the raist: delivered its
message, Rep. Glen'} "'oshard,
said, who su!:lmitted the bill, said.
Poshard,
D·Carterville,
represents
t~e
22nd
Congressional D:Strict, which
includes Carbondale.
Poshard, who is serving his
first year on Capitol Hill. said he
was glad the raise issue came uJ:
for a vote and felt good about its
re~ection.

"We needed to show the people
back homE' we could show
restraint in government spending, " Poshard sa id.
Poshard's bill, his first major
piece of legislation, was assigned
to the Committee on Postal and
Civil Service Workers, the
committee that handles all pay
raise proposals.
He said his was one of about 20
pieces of legislation submitted by
See VICTORY, Page 7

WASHINGTO"! (UPI) - Congress,
reacting to p .. blk outrage and fearful
of electioo TeJ: risals. vate<i by crushing
margins Tuesru:y to reject a $45,500
pay raise how" before it was scheduled
to take effect
The House, reflecting the greatest
concern that accepting the 51 percent
pay raise would mean political
reprisals for many of the 435 members
in the next election, voted 380-48 to
reject the $45,500 increase.
The Senate, which had rejected the
proposed pay raise in a separate
resolution last week, quickly followed
with a 94-6 vote that dealt the final
defeat to the 51 percent pay proposal.
.. A 51 percent increase is too much to
swallow," Senate Republican leader
Robert Dole of Kansas told the Senate.
"There should !lot be a 51 percent, but a
reasonable increa'ie," Dole said in
calling on President Bush to recommend a new level.
The 380-48 decision in the House
reversed weeks of backroom
maneuvering to a void a rollcall vote on
the proposal to increase members'
salaries to $135,000, a level that critics
said was grossly excessive in a time of
budget deficits and expected cuts in
social programs.
"By staying away from the public
trough ourselves at the start of this
session, I think we have enhanced
substantially our ability to deal with
the deficit," Rep. Thomas Tauke, RIowa, said of the House vote.
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill.,
chairman of the powerful tax-writing
Ways and Means CommitLee and a 30year Hill veteran, resisted the wave of
See KIllED, Page 7

Cast in glass
Fred elba, uphomore In radio and teleYlalon from Wllme.te. casta his
reflection upon the gla.. of the Neck.... Bu'ldln; on the way back to his
room .t Brown Hall.

USG extends deadline to select commissioner
Chaotic faD term
cause of election
delay for offices
By Miguel Alba
Staff Writer

The Undergraduate Student
.. overnment has extended its
deadlint. to select an election
cOlY'lUissioner and committee
lY'.e.noers because of a work
pile up cr<!ated from last
soemester's
impeachment
wars.
The "Ieetion commissioner
and committee members are
respo..sible for setting a date
in April to hold the USG
elections, as well as organizing
and overseeing the entire
election process. All senatorial
seats in the USG will be open

This Morning
Poshard leery
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for elections.
Chuck Hagerman, committee for internal affairs
chairman, said the process of
selecting an election commission should have been
started last semester, but
internal problems delayed it
"Nothing got done in the CIA
last semester because of the
Juliana Taylor problem,"
Hagerman said. "It created an
overload for this semester."
The tentative deadline for
students to apply for election
commissioner 18 Feb. 16, with
a final selection being made
Feb. 20 by the CIA. The
commissioner and an unspecified number of committee members must be
approved by the senate.
Bill Hall, USG president,
said one decision the com-

mittee will have to make is
whether or not to have

~~~=v~~cesia~~
multiple voting places in a

~u:~=twdie:'ma~

by the committee.
"A referendum vote is not
binding upon the USG," Hall
said. "The commission will
decide if there will be multiple
voting places."
JI"gPl"lll8.ll said a problem
y.1l' n'uli.iple voting places is
tile possibility 01. vote fraud.
students voting more than
once for their candidate.
"Vote fraud really is c0mmitted by the caDdi.dates who
organize a group 01 voters for
this purpose " Hagerman said.
"Vote fraud depends on the
integrity 01. the candidate."

Hall said the committee
positions to be filled are important ODell because any bias
on the part 01 the committee or
its commissioner could sway
the outcome of the elections.
fIrm eoocemed that the
persoI1 selected will not have a
favorite party," he said. "The
integrity 01. the candidates in
this election is also important"
Hall said the commissioner's
position is paid but that fee
aJIllC8tions Ilad not been made
this year for it

candidate who mllSt be fair,
unbiased and bonest," Hughes
said.

CusBode

~~~

not certain.
Rod Hughes, USG senator,

said he encourages anyone
who wants to belp out in
shaping the student government for next ye&.l' to apply.
"We'O be SearchinI for a

Gu. Ny.-a-chalrman will
appoint a committ.. Ju.t ••
soon •• someone electa •

chairman.

224 failed S&L's put under supelVision
WASHINGTON <uP!) The first part of President
Bush's $90 billion thrift bailout
plan took effect Tuesday with
the government's bank insurance fund beginning to take
over supervision of about 224
failed savings and loans.
The Federal Savings and
l.oan Insu.-ance Corp., which
traditionally insures thrifts,
and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., which insures
banks. assumed joint control

of four failed thrifts Tuesday.
They are the first 01. about
224 insolvent institutions that
will be handled by the combined staff of the two
regulatory agencies.
The four are: BaJtimore
Federal Financial of
Baltimore, Freedom Savings
and Loan Association of
Tampa, Florida, Pacific
Savings Bank of Costa Mesa,
Calif., and Gill SA of Hondo,
Texas.

"They are large institutions
that are losing money at a
rapid pace," said Federal
Home Loan Bank Board
Chairman M. Danny WaO.
FDIC Chairman L. William
Seidman said he expected all
224 thrifts would be transferred to joint supervi&ion by
the end of the month but that
as 01 now the a~ency has "no
idea bow we will be dealing
with these instit.Jtions."
Seidman said some of the

insolvent thrifts may
ultiJnately be closed but in the
meantime the savings and
loans will continue to operate
under close supervision to C'U'b
the abuses that pushed the
institutions Into insolv.mcy.
Wall said fraud may have
contributed significantly to the
failure of about 25 percent of
the 500 or so thrifts that have
foundered In the past two

s.. BAILOUT, Pega II
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Wednesday Night Buffet
·Egg Roll
"Crab Rangoon
·BBQ Wings
·Fried Wonton
·Fresh Vegetable
Dishes

5-10 pm

. Moo Goo Gai Pan
Fresh Salad Bar ·Chicken Curry
.Seafood Worba .Beef & Broccoli
. Jumbo Shrimp ·Much More
'w/Peapods
·Hawaiian Fish
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HIII.I sponsors
a Shabbos Potluck
Dinner

at Interfaith Center
9)3 S. lII!nais
~corner III. & Grand)

Friday Feb. 10
6:00pm
Bring a dish to pa!Os
or
'3.00 Contribution
For details 0011549-7387

~

Feb. 6 lHRU Feb. 10
HOURS: lOAM-3PM
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"Israel defends handling of Palestinian uprise
JERUSALEM (UPI) - Israeli officials Tuesday defended tne
Imilitary's
handling of the nearly 14-month-old Palestinian

uprising in the occupied territories, even as a State Department
report charged Israel with widespread human rights violations.
The language in the 11th annual report 00 human rights was the
most critical ever used by the department to describe lsl"ae1i
; behavior in the terr!tories.

I

Jamaican candidates prepare for elections
KINGSTON, Jamaica (UPl) - Candidates wound up the last
official day of campaigning Tuesday in preparatioo for Thursday's general election, with police reporting less political
violence than in past Jamaican electioos. Eight people were Mot
and wounded Sunday night in separate incidents in the Kingston
area. MODday, police detained 11 people susrected 01 shooting at
supporters leaving a rally 01 the People's National Party on
Sunday night, police spokesman Harris Beckford said.

or4S7..fOO7
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CAPE TOWN, South Africa (UPI) - Foreign Minister Roelof
"Pik" Botha called Tuesday for an international effort !o end
Mozambique's 13-year-old civil war along the lines ol a U.S.brokered agreement reached 00 Namibian independence. Botha
s:-.id be raised the possibility ol U.S. mediation in the war ...-etwee'} right-~ Renamo guerrillas and the Marxist gO\'ernJDeJlt
01 Joaquim Chissano in a meeting last December with former
Secretary of State George Shultz. The South African minister
said be asked Shultz in New Yark to convey the message to his
successor, James Baker, but that be bad received no response.

i_~t...d-..oho.n.lo<$3.2SE
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South Africa proposes way of ending civil Vlar
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ASUNCION, Paraguay (UPO - The leader of Paraguay's
major opposition bloc, asking for more time to organize,
Tuesday called for delaying elections now set for May 1 by new
Pre:>ident Andres Rodriguez. Domingo Laino, chairman of the
National Accord, a four-party opposition group, said adrtitional
time was needed to register and organize voters.

Bus" visits C6pltol Hili promising negotiations
WASmNGTON (UPI) - President Bush visited Capitol Hill on
Tuesday to promise negotiations 00 a fiscal 1990 budget that will
subject his plans for a kinder, gentlf'l' and competitive nation to
the squeeze 01 fiscal restraint. Promoting bipartisan cooperation
on an issue that will test his political metUe, Bush dropped in on
Democrats as well as Republicans to smooth the way (or serious
dis.:ussions 00 a budget plan be will offer Thursday.

Israel accused of human rights violations
WASlllNGTON -Israel is guilty 01 a "substantial increase in
human rights violatioos" in handling the Palestinian uprising in
the occupied West Bank and Gaza, the State Department
reports. Last year 366 Palestinians were killed, more than 20,000
wounded or injured, about 10,000 held in overcrowded prisons
and detentioo centers and 36 deported, the report said. Eleven
Israelis have been killed in the uprising.

Bush to seek military freeze from Congress
WASmNGTON (UPI) - President Bush will ask Congress
Thursday for a freeze 00 defense sJ)ell(iing in fiscal 1990,
reducing President Reagan's proposed-$315.2oillion budget by
m6a"e than $6 billion, government sources said Tuesday. In addition, Bush will propose in his addreu to Congress Thursday
"real" or after-inflation increases 01 1 percent in defense
spending in each 01 the next two fiscal years and a 2 percent
increase in fiscal 1993, the sources said.

Official: No basis for disqualification of Tower
WASmNGTON (UPI) - Tbe top Republican on the Senate
Armed Services Committee said" Tuesday a new FBI investigation 01 Defense Secretary-desigDate John Tower found no
basis for disqualification. He called 00 the panel to quickly approve the former senator. Committee Chairman Sam Nunn, DGa., and Sen. John Warner, R-Va., met Tuesday - at Nunn's
request - at the White House with President Bush to discuss the
Tower nominatioo.
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Colleges seek improved access to technology
c

Ball State program
serves as model
modem campus

.

Also on the Ball State
campus are Video Information
Systems teo improve audi~
visual e"Iuipment. With the
VIS, the films or disks never
leave the A-V lab, and onl} the
information is sent to the
classroom through video
cables.
At Bradley University in
Peoria, com'puters were installed in residence halls so
that students could access
university bulletin boards and
library files.
Martin Abegg, president of
Bradley, attributes a 45 percent increase in prospective
student applications to the
computer systems.

I

By Doug Toole
StaffWnter
andUPI
Si)."te,~n SIU-C faculty and
admlll;strators were told it is
time to plug in to high
technology at a live televised
conference Tuesday.
"If we do not improve our
campus environments now
with infornJation age
technology, many institutions
will find themselves struggling
to attract faculty and
students," said Alan Ostar,
president of the American
Association of State Colleges
and Universities.
Ostar was among the participants in an international
video teleconference Tuesday
on bringing information age
technology to college campuses.

SIIJ.C faculty and steff teke part In a video
conference originating from Ball Stete
Unlveralty In Muncie, Ind. More than 1,000

THE TELECOI'IITERENCE,
titled "Myths, Models and
Realities: Creating a Campus
of the Future," was broadcast
via satellite to more than 1,000
colleges and universities in the
United States, Carmda and
Australia.
The broadcast originated
from the Center for Information and Communication
Sciences at Ball State
University in Muncie, Ind. and
focused on how c')lleges can
create learning environments
that use state-of-the-art information age U>chnoiogy.

missions of American colleges
and universities.
Ball State President John
Worthen predicted that college
faculty in the next 10-15 years
will not be mere lecturers but
"coaches of lean-ing." He said
information age .technology
will play a key role in that
college teaching environment
of the future.
"It will have a major impact
on how we deliver instruction," Worthen said.
"We're not in this simply for
the glitz. Our long-term goal is
to enhance educational oIT
portunities for our students."

OSTAR ADDED that new
technology enhances teaching,
research and public service

LfiROMA'S
PlZlfi
Wednesday Special
LARGE lITEM
& 2-32 oz. Pepsis

Happy Hour All Day & Night Every Wed.
S2.oo Pitchers

ONLY
Includes Pilcher of
Pepsi or Beer
(with proof of age) with
Eat-In Orc;ers

~
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~ra'duate Studie~ in Biology
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
.'Job prospects for new PhDs in Normal Science are

berter than they've been in 1M past 10 years."

1be National Science Foundation

) for study leading to
in

the PhD
-Molecular Biology
-Endocrinology
-Evolutionary Biology
-Population Biology
-Developmental Biology

BALL STATE has ove.. 3,500
terminals and personal
computers on its campus.
These computers help music
students arrange "flusic,
medical students organize
informat;')n on patients a.ld
language students learn sign
language.

EDY

CEll

NIGHTS AT

Wednesda,< SpecIQI not voIid with any
othef <.OUp-:m•. no .lbo~M10nS

$13,~

Ball State's Center for Information and Communication
Sciences, explained how
computers, telephone and
video equipment have been
used to utilize faculty and
reference resources more
effectively.

WEDNESDAY

Open for lunch Delivery
Mon-Sat 11 am

Stipends up to

BALL STATE and other
universities have implemented
the campus of the future
concept through corporatecampus partneI'l'hips with
AT&T.
John Smart, senior ,'ice
president of AT&T, said a
strong trend in business and
industry is the hiring of "chief
inforI:lation
officers"
res;)Onsible for using information age technology.
"Our country's competitive
position in the world will
depend more and more on this
technology," Smart said.
Ray L. Steele, director of

STUDENT CENTER
BIG MUDDY
ROOM

'7

51 5 s. II. C'dule

colleges and unlveraltles In the U.S., Canada
Ind Austrlana participated. It focused on how
colleges can better use technology.

STEELE URGED administrators to motiv2te
faculty to use the technology
available to them, but not to
force new techniques onto
unwilling professl)rs.
"Everything is not for
everyone. Usewhatyour.eed."
Steele said.
Charles Hindersman, vice
president of financial affairs,
said that although the
University has access to much
of this technology, the limited
cooperation between broadcasting, telepl'one service and
computing service hinders
SIU-C.
"After attending this con·
ference, I can see the need for
coordin.i ting some of these
activities, such as video,
telephones and computers,"
Hindersman
said.
Harold G. Richard, director
of institutional research and
studies, said that while
technology is clearly the
solution, sm-c r;eeds to
determine what its specific
problems are.

0011 Biology
-Genetics
-NeuroNology
>Plant Biology
-Ecology

Write or call collect (319) 335-3603
Department of Biolo~y
University of Iowa
Iowa Ci~Y, IA I 5tM~ f 1 :

9:00 PM

STARTING
FEB. 15th
School gar you down'
Theil make Wednesdays your night to
cut loose and laugh at the hottcst stand·
up comedians in the business' Enjoy the
hilarity of your favorite professional
comedians every Wednesday at 9 00 p.m.
III the all-new "Comedy Cellar:
located in the Big Muddy Roo'll of the
Srudem Center, absolutely FREE of
charge! Don't be a stick in the mud.
Come join the fun, laughs, piua
specials, and token discounts in
"The Arcade," every Wednesday
night at 9:00 in the "Comedy Ollar"·
at
Srudent Center!

me

Watch for weekly flyers and D.E.dds
for each weeks featured contlc.
Urnu.!,hl to you bv
StUd~l'l CC'olt"T S~Ctal Program!>
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Poor don't deserve
penalty for education
WHAT DO FEDERAL college loans and grants and
lJublic service have in common? If a bill inb'oduced int.o
Congress is passed, one rna>, depend on the other.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., mtroc!uced the Citizenship and
National Service Act, which would requ:re men and
women 17 to 26 who apply for college grants and loans from
the federal government to first put in a year of civilian
service or two years of military se:-vice.
The program would provide vouchers good for a college
education, do....n payments on housing, vocational or job
training for those SHving in the Citizens Corps, an
organization which would be established to provide human
services for needy Americans and would encompass
military and civilian service.

The New RainbJ,' Coalihon.

THE PURPOSE OF the bill would be twlrCold. The
program would attract more people into the military and
would reduce the bonuses and incentives offered to get
people to join. It also would serve as all incentive for young
pt'Ople to make a contribution to their na tion and communities through public service.
But the problem with the ...ill seems more than twlrfold,
It would delay many people's education by up to two years,
possibly making it harder for them to compete for jobs
later. It would deter many people from trymg to get an
education, or at least greatly increase fue enrollment in
community colleges, perhaps beyond capacity. And
rest of the league.
enrollment in universities would decline, possibly causing ScripPs. Howard lIIews Service
And so it went until ,.!St a
further financial difficulties t~ already strapped
THE REAL BIAS is saying a few y..ars ago when the NCAA
educational systems.
black can't be botil 3thlete and passed Proposition 48. It said
scholar,
that prospective athletic
BUT ONE OF the most iduriating results ii the bill were
Racial paranoia has beset scholars had to have at least a
passed would be the development of another arm of yet another of our stalwart 2.0 grade-point average in the
bureaucracy to keep track of whether Johnny has done his institutions: The All-American core basic subjects (Englisil,
good deeds for the year. And the bill calls for decen- Collegiate Sports Plantation.
tralt.ing the program with state, local and private And high time, too, that the
cheering public saw some of PropOSition 42 is the
agencies to run operations. How organized would that be?
the racist calls in inAltho~h this program is referred to as "voluntary"
best thing to happen
service, 1t would become a necessity for those dept:ndent tercollegiate athletics.
on federal money to get an education, and would make
Here's what the fight's all to black athletes since
education difficultfor the poor.
about: black athietes and Jesse Owens
This bill would complicate an already cumbersome higher educa tion,
Picture graduation day. any disproved Hitler's
federal loan and grant system and would do as much harm
year between 1960 and 1980.
as good.
racist theories of

Viewpoint

PropOSition 42 gives blacks
chance to silence oppressors

IF THE GOVERNMENT feels called to get some type o!
return on loans an grants, then the bill recently introduced
bv over 60 members of Congress to establish a national
youth ser.'ice and conservation corps would be more
feasible.
Sen. Paul Simon. who chairs the Senate Subcommittee
on Employment and Productivity, was one of the members
who introduced the bill.
"This program would be the only direct federal progrp,;.o
for our young people that combin~ full-time em~''lj'LJlent
and an opportunity for on-the-job training. It ta!'5ets the
serious and chronic problem of youth unemployment. And
it uses a formula that has been tried and tested and proven
successful," Simon said.
THIS BILL WOUW provide matching grants to state
and local youth service and conservation projects,
establishing the Youth Service Corps and the American
Conservation Corps, and provide educational and training
bfonefits to participants.
The program would be open to people ages 16 to ~, and
there would be a special summer program for people ages
15 to 21,

The Youth Service Corps would provide matching grants
to states and localities operating youth service programs
serving human and social needs. Work opportunities would
be offered in non-profit social servicfO! organizations,
nursing homes, hOSPICes, hospitals, schools, libraries, day
care centers, and government agencies.
THE AMERICAN Conservction Corps would provide
matching grants to federal and state conservation
programs. Projects would include public lands and
wildlife; revitc..lization of urban areas; erosion and pest
control; development of recreational sites; and energy
conserva tion,
Agencies and projects receiving funds would be required
to use at least 10 percent of grants to provide training and
educa tion during the time of service, and another ~o
percent for post-se:vice training, such as scholarships,
vouchers, grants and skills classes,
This program has mure positive points and would not
deter anyone from getting an education, but rather encoul'age job training and put-,lic service, while providing
an opportunity for PMple to further their educations,
No.one in the United States should~.deprived of an
education for being poor.
.
page. ,Da,ily, ij;g.yptian, FebrlMlry 8,.l988

One black graduate applies to
the University of Colorado. He
wants to major in pre-law, H~
has an SAT score of 650 and an
overall cumulative gradepomt average of 2,75. He can't
get in. After all, Colorado has
its standards and can't accept
just anybody,

ANOTHER BLACK kid
appEes from one of the Denver-area public schools, But
he's a running back on the
championship football team,
and he plays center on the
championship
basketball
team. His GPA is 1.75 and he
scores 450 on the SAT, He is
admitted on a four-year
athletic s,~holar.,hip,
Still thillk all black folks look
alike? Especially to coileges?
Look again,
You all remember that
pathetic "60 Minutes" story
about the black athle..es who
spent four years at prestigious
institutions like Stanford and
couldn't read a MacDonald's
menu, Go back a semester or
two and re-meet Jan Kemp, a
University of Georgia
Developmental Studies in·
structor who was fired because
she wouldn't give athletes
special treatment and,
evidenUy, automatic passing
grades, She sued and won big,
AFTER 'fHJ\T nationally·
publicized scandal, Georgia
decided to tighten things up, It
stopped awarding athletic
scholarships to kids wh' G;dn't
meet minimal academic
requirements, But other
schools athletic com·
petitOlS, really - simply
accepted Georgia's rejects, So
Georgia saw to it that its
standards were imposed on the

Aryan natural
superiority with four
gold medals.
science, math aDd social
studies) and at least a 700 on
the SAT tests, But a waiver
provided that a student could
still qualify for athletic
scholarship money if he met
only one of these two
requirements - as long as he
was willing to sit out the
freshman year. But last
month, the NCAA passed the
controversial bylaw popularly
called Proposition 42, which
closed the last loophole. If a
kid co'lldn't hack it
academically, he wouldn't
make it athletically. either or
ever.
THAT'S WHEN EVERY
white liberal on the atlJetic
plantatiJn yelled "Foul!" and
dubbed Prop 42 racist. Ninety
percent of the youngsters
affected by Prop 48 and Prop
42 are black. Why?
Both the college entrance
exams, the American College
Testing and the Scholastic
Aptitude Test are, to quote
Georgetown basketball coach
John Thompson, " ,", proven to
be culturally biased."
Let me get this straight. If
I'm black - which I am - and
poor - which I was - I can't
possibly make it in .:ollege
without lowered academic
standards,
OR. IF AS i~ so often
charged, black youth "can't
rt:late to" literature, history,
mathematics or music, then

what do we call that strange,
historical aberration, the
Harlem
Renaissance~
Langston Hughes, Countee
Cullen, W, E. Dubois and
Claude McKay p.njoyed
educations that many wish for
their white middle-class
children. Cullen, for instance,
graduated from New York
University in 1925 and earned
his master's degree from
Harvard in 19:>'7 - evidently
without benefit of an NCAA
athletic scholarship. He taught
in the Harlem public schools
for the rest of his life where his
black students related perfectly
well
to
the
Shakespearean-sonnet form of
much of his poetry.
Culturally biased? Can't
relate? You sports plantation
racists really know your
slaves, don't you? Or do you?
DO YOU REALLY expect us
blacks to buy that racist line
about "Black folks' natural
lack of academic skills"? This
after your 200 years of contention that "'earning would
spoil the best nigger in t.he
world?"
Get real.
Proposition 42 is the best
thing to happen to black
athletes since Jesse Owens
disproved Hitler's racist
theories of Ayran natural
superiorit) with four gold
medals at L,e 1936 Olympics in
Berlin, Colleges and universities can't use us anymore
just for our athletic brawn.
They have to admit grudgingly, of course - that
blacks do. indeed, have brains,
Lrains enough to comprehend
psychology, English 101,
Mozart, Bach, medieval and
early American history,
Brains enough even to seize
dreams far beyond the football
field, the basketball court or
the track

li~~a\lrr~~~~tf :Mrha~~it:
~~~~erTha!f oneac~ae~~~
scholarships for blacks will far
outnumber their athletic
honors,
Naahhh! That would be
culturally biased,
Craig Bowman is an English
tearher at O'Connell Junior
High in Lakewood. Colo,
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Letters

Viewpoint confuses fashiorl
with our democratic IibertiE!S
Adam Stone's viewpoint
insp.red. mixed emotions in
me. On the surface, I certainly
agree that he has the right to
wear his hair any way he
wants to and that anyone who
gets upset about it probably is
a lantent homosexual or a neoNazi, possibly both. But when
he starts throwing around
words like liberty and
democracy he's falling into a
trap that's just as dangerous to
our civil liberties as are the
attacks of ultra-conformists.
He's letting himself be
disJactffi by appearance's
and he's mistaking the right to
play the fashion game for real
freedom.
I don't 'vish to downgrade
the importance of personal
expression. When you prevent
a person from expressi..'lg his
or her personality it becomes
more difficult for that person
to maintain a separate identity. But the fact tl-.at we can
dress how we want to docs not
imply all the other rights that

Adam claims to see in
American society .
Democracy~ After the epic
campaign of Tweedle-dum and
Tweedle-dee that we just
endured, only a Boy Scout
could stu! o.:.!ieve that we
make meaningful decisions at
he ballot box, at least not on a
national leveL
Freedom of expression? Just
take a look at the pap that the
communication industry
broadcasts on network
televlliion. When people don't
have equal access to the
channels of communication in
a society you can't claim that
freedom of speech is alive and
well.
But enough of my ranting.
The point is that words like
democracy, patriotism and
freedom have become
meaningltoss slogans that
politiCians use to hypnotize an
already apathetic public.
I see so many people walking
arour.d campus weari.'g peace

signs etc. that I can't help
wondering, "Whlt does that
person know a JOUt what's
going on in El S,ltvador (for
example}," I'm n)t trying to
say they all don't, 1'1 fact a lot
of these people art: probably
better infonr.ed than .nost. But
the fact is, listening l,) a Jefferson Airplane albuIT, (or a
M.D.C. album) doesn't 'llake
you a radical, it doesn't ci"4 nge
a damn thing.

549-0788

the copy center

Today the Grateful Dezd
have about as much social
relevance as a pair of Jordache jeans. 20 years ago
wearing long hair may have
been making a brave
statement about society, but
today it's really just a fashion
statement. I think Adam's hair
looks great and it's entireiy his
own business how he chooses
to cut it. But if he thinks he's
striking a blow for democracy,
he's fooling himself.
Michael Polkinghome, senior,
history.

Society should provide for children
Being pro-choice, I would
never hrce any woman to
have an abortion against her
will. Yet, anti-choice persons
are trying to inflict their will
upon women who see abortion
as an option. It's hard for me to
imagine what kind of
megalomaniacs anti-choice
persons must be in order to
think that their will is "the
way" for everybody, or that
their will is the will of God.
Pro-choice believes that
each woman has thP right to
decide for herseH the future of
her pregnancy - terminate in
abortion or carry to term
Whereas anti-choice believes
the woman has no rights
cQ!'cerning the use of her body
or future. Anti-choice also
disregards the fetus' need to be
assured food, shelter, love,
nu~ and protection after

birth, and actually advocates
having unwanted children. In
the past 16 years there have
been 23 million abortions
performed. That means that
President Bush's 1,000 points
of light would have to ~ve
adopted over 23,000 kids each
in order for the 'adoption will
solve everything' plan to have
worked over. tt.e years. Yet
even with abortion occuring,
not all children get adopted.
Am!"rica mw>t work on finding
those kids good homes.
Anti-choice means making
millions of women into
criminals. Some even suggest
putting women into prison for
nine months in order "to
protect the fetus, ..
Anti-choice makes the false
assumption
that
all
pregnancies are planned. Not
all birth control is 100 percent

effective, and rape and ince<>t
do occur. Imagine b",;ng a rape
or incest victim beg.;ing a
jutjj~ial committee to terminate
an
unwanted
prPgnancy - as if enough
blaming the victim didn't
already occur. Or, being a
woman whose life is in danger
waiting to get permission to
save her life.
I find these words of
Starhawk ("Dreaming the
Dark") sum up my beliefs
best, "It is the responsibility of
an ethical socielY 1I0t to force
every fetus conceived to be
brought to term, but to provide
support and reslAlrces so that
every child born can be fed and
sheltered, Joved, nurtured and
protected." Remember, if you
feel abortion is not for you,
that's your choice. - Annette
Niebelski,
fruhman.
philosophy.

Students offer opinions on abortion
Immora~ is not illegal
Anna Jurich would, for
once, like to bear a valid
reason for the legalization of
abortion. Perhaps the
Fourteenth Auendment to
the Constitution will suffice.
Article 14 says that, "All

I:~U:~ ~Ld~~~~-::

the jurisdiction thereof, are
citizens of the Uniteri States
and of the state wherein they
reside. Nt> State shall make
or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges
. or immunities of citizens of
the United States; nor shall
any State deprive any person
of life, liberty or property,
without due process of law,
nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the
laws."
A fetus is not yet born or
naturalized and is thus a
citizen of nowhere except its
mother's body. An unborn
child is subject only to the
autilority of its mothPr.
Since the rights at the
mother are protectej by the
Constitution, to restrict a
woman'~ control over the
fate I)f her UDborn child is to

abridge the privileges and
:mmunities of a citizen of the
• jnitedStates,
II we are to be a nation of
i'ldividuals with individual
rights, the authority of
government must st'ljl.
somewhere. It seems at>
vious that a person should
have sovereignty over her
internal body functions. We
need either to accept
abortion as legal or change
the Constitution to define an
unborn child as a person and
a pre~nant woman as
somethmg other than a
person.
I do not like abortion. I
think that abortion is
morally wrong. But being
morally wrong does not
make an act legally wrong
because God does not run
this country. People do. Scott Morgan. lenior.
electrical engineering.

Education the answer
I ar.l apol~izing ahead of
time for one more "abor·
tion" letter. This one addresses not tbf\ moral aspect
of this ongoing argument
because, after aU, each

person's morals are dif·
ferent. To me, the issue is
the right of choice. I, like so
many, feel that abortmg an
unborn child is morally
wrong. Others don't feel that
it is wrong at all since, to
them, the fetus doesll't
become a child until a
weman is three months into
her pregnancy, But, no
matter what I feel is right or
wrong, I don't feel that my
beliefs should be pushed
upon someone else's
fr"edom, and taken away, it

~t~:~~m~~=~erIIto:

;.nti-abortionist wants to
stop this special concern of
theirs from occurling,
they'd be better off ins iB.lling
a good moral background in
their children t>y educating
them on what is "right" and
what is "wrong." Besides i:
abortion clinics a ..e made
illegal and subseque'ltlx shut
down the act itseJ will not
subside. History has proved
that. They'll just be moved
back. to dirty. unsanitary
places where even more
dea ths would res'llt. Kristine Kuiken, Junior.
element41ry edt"caLion.

TONIGHT

BfiYWOLF
1st Time In
Carbondale

Officials: Illinois thrifts in relatively good shape
SPRINGFIELD <UPO Nearly all of Illinois' 225
savings and loan institutioru;
are financially stable and few,
if any, are expected to require
financial assistance through
Presiuent Bush's proposed
thrift bailout program, state
and federal officials said
Tuesday.
The state's r.lost-troubled
Utrifts were SC~d to investors in
late D'!<!ember and won't be
included in the bailout portion
of the $90 billion prQp'lS8.1
unveiled Monday by Bush, said
John SeymOtl~, state commissioner of savings and
loans.
"Most of the large problems
were solved with the sales in
December. w~ have very few
savings and IORns that are on a
watch list," said Seymour,
wh05e office oversees 99 statecllartered ~vings and loans.

The Federal HOUle Loan
Bank Board assisted in the
sale of 222 troubled thrifts in
the closing weeks of 1988, when
investors took advantage of
now-expired tax breaks and an
estimated $38.6 billion in
federal bailou~.
Tht> DeceMM sales included three Illinois savings
and loans Pathway
Financial of Chicago,
American Sa"ings Bank of
Springfield and Peoria Savings
and Loan - with more than 30
branch offices, said Leo
Biaber, president of th~
Federal Home Loan Bank in
Chicago, whict governs the 135
federally chartered thrifts in
Illinois.
"We've had our share of
troubled thrifts and we've had
some fairly sizable ones. 1
think Illinois is well on the
down slope," Blaber wei

'The three big sales in
December just about cleared
things up here. We've got just
G coople of savings and loans
that we're going to have to
-.va tch closely now. "
Bush on Monday announced
details of a $90 billion program
to guarantee the solvency of
the country's failing thrifts.
'!'he federal ~overnment wo.lld
"ell $50 billion in bonds and
tbnfts would pay higher insurance fees to pay for the
program. About $40 billion in
mterest on the bonds would be
paid by American taxpayers.
Most or the troubled thrifts
targeted for bailout are in
Texas and southwestern states
where collapse 01. the oil
economr threatened the
surviva of many of the
region's financial institutions.
In Illinois, a str~er: a~ more
diverse economy bbped most

savings and loans avoid
serious financial difficulties,
Seymour said.
"We bad some institutions
that were participating in the
Texas loaru;, and they took
some losses," SeymO'..Il' said.
"But savings and loans here
have a history of being tied
into their communities. They
are well establishe<' and were
able to avoid the run mentality
where people start withdrawing their sa,ings."
In fact, despite the recent
publicity concerning the
financial troubles of the thrift
industry, net deposits in
llhnois savings and loans
increased during the past
year, Seymour said.
"I think they've been hurt
significantly by the publicity.
It's been debated for the last 12

months, and the focus has been
on the problem instead of how
to solve it," Seymour said.
"Net deposits are up, but I
don't think that speaks for the
pnssibility of a higher net
d~~it increase if it weren't
f..>r the negative publicity."
Illinois thrifts will be
required to help pay for the
federal bailout program
through higher insurance
premiums to the Federal

~~ct;a~!ll1f::itov;or8;e

Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corp under Bush's
program.
The higher insurance
premiums could force savings
and loans to increase mortgage rates or to lower savjDgS
interest rates to pay the higher
taxes, Seymour said.

B~LOU~fromPage1~~~~~~~~~~~years and have been present in
as many as 75 percent of all

cases.

The presidel't stumped for
support in Congress and asked
Republican senators at a
Cap-itol Hill lunch to back the
bailout plan he proposed
Monday.
"No proposal can keep,
everybody totally happy,'
Bush said of his costl~· plan,
which received generally
favorabie early COLlDlent from
lawmakers. "But I think i:'s
got some good ingredients. The
banking industry, the S&L
industry, are (mJing some
positive things in it."
Bush added, "We've got
sorue good proposals out there
now that \\"ill solve the problem
(and) will guarantee the
savings accounts of those who
are insured and will guarantee
against some of the fraud and

abuse that has t&ken place in
thepasl"
The president later paid a
brief courtesy call on
Democratic senators having
lunch in a separate meeting
room and also asked them to
support his plan. He thanked

unidentified Democrats for
"constructive SuggestiODS" in
drafting the approach and for
"the generosity 01. spirif' at
the outset of his presidency.
"I'm not sure that the
(budget) proposals that I'll

make Thursday night will get
the same generous reception,"
~ joked, referring to the
televised speech to Congress
he will use to layout his budget
priorities.
Despite the atmosphere

OIl

Capitol Hill, the thrift industry
began Tuesday to blast Bush's
bailout plan, which would raise
insurance fees for all savings
and loans from $2.08 per $1,000
01. deposits to $2.30 from 1991 to
1994.
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Housing Dining Halls closed?
Try the Sunday Night Spaghetti Special at
H.B. Quicks. You get a large platter of spaghetti,
over a pound of pasta and meat sauce,
served with Garlic Bread for only
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Cakes and Giant Cookies personalized at no
extra charge. Orders may be placed by visiting
The Bakery at the crossroads of the Student
C'nter or by calling 453-2616 Mon_ thtu Fri,
Allow one day's notice for all personalized items.

Located at the Student Center Crossroads
Spring Semester Hours
Sunday thru Thursda~ . II am - 8 pm
Friday and Saturday - !~ wm to 6 pm
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KILLED, from Page 1
nervous
House members
worned about retribution at
the polls if they voted to accept
the pay raise.
"The qual1ty of all fr.ree
branches will suffer because
we do not have the guts to say
what we are worth,"
Rostenkowski said.
"Let's stop breast beating
and finger pointing. My
colleagues, you deserve a pay
raise."
A speCial commission
recommended the base
$)35,000 pay level for members
of Congress, and most judges
and senior members of the
executive branch.
The commission said that
without the increase, the
government will be unable to
compete with private industry
and universities to hire top
scientists to pursue its
research involving AIDS and
heart disease, and to support
space explora tion.
BY NOT INCREASING its

own salaries, Congress caps
the limits of pay to other top
government workers, including judges that the
commission said are leaving
lifetime appointments because
the loss of income.
Presidents Reagan and Bush
both endorsed the proposal and
sent it to Congress, where the
rai.3e was to automatically go
into effect at midnight Wed·
nesday unless both the House
and Senate voted it down.
Late Tuesday, Bush signed
the measure killing the pay
raise. In a prepared statement
he said "somt! level of pay
incr'}ase is in order, and I will
be working with the House and
Senate leadership to deve!op,
proposals to achieve that end. '
He offered no details.
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CHIEF JUSTICE William

Rehnquist and Attorney
General Dick Thornburgh
expressed concern about
federal judges.
"Our federal judiciary has
an enviable reputation for
competence and integrity,"
Rehnquist said. "We will not
be able to attract and retain
the kind of )udges we need to
maintain thIS standard unless
we pay our judges fairly and
eqUitably."
David Runkel, an assistant
to Thornburgh, said more
jud~es have left the bench
durmg the last five years than
in the previous 182 years of the
nation's history.
National opinion polls in·
dicated that virtually all the
arguments in behalf of the pay
raise were hollow, with critics
saying 99 percent of the
American public earned less
than members of Congress.
BUT THE STRONGEST
criticism was vented at the

House, where Speaker Jim
Wright, D-Texas, 'mgineered a
plan to avoid a vote on the
raise so it could automatically
slip into effect.
The scheme provoked a
wave of public outrage across
Capitol Hill, and nervGUS
members bolted, forcing
Wright to permit the recorded
vote and its inevitable result.

!>aid the House had "to face
reality, do the inevitable," but
that by killing the pay raise,
the government was losing its
ability to retain judges in their
lifetime appointments.
"How do we hold on to
federal judges who are dealing
daily across the bench with
lawyers who are making five ~
times more" than them, Fazio
said. "People every day are
turning down judicial appointments because they can't
make the sacrifice because of
their families."
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serveu with Trip,:
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IIComplete
Sandwich Shop

Call For Delivery
521 S. Illinois Ave. 529-5020 or 549-1013

VICTORY, from Page 1
individual members of
Congress asking for the
rejection of the pay raise.
The
representa ti ves
delivered a message to the
House leadership and Speaker
Jim Wright, that the issue of a
pay raise needed immediate
attention, Poshard said,
Sou'ltern llIinoisans made
their fbelings known through
hundreds of phone calls and
letters asking that the raise be
voted down, Poshard said.
David Carle, spokesman for
Sen. Paul Simon, D-Makanda,
said Simon's office had also
received a great deal of
negative response from his
constituents.

The U.S. Senate rejected the
pay raise by a vote of 95-5 last
Thursday.
Carle said Simon was the
first sena tor to oppose the
raise in the Senate and was
pleased with its rejection.
Since the pay raise will not
go into effect, members of
congress will still be able to
receive money for speaking
engagements and honorarium
fees, Carle said.
If Wright's strategy of
keeping the issue off the House
floor until alter the Feb. 8
deadline had worked,
l'i:gislation banning such
engagements would have

likely been introdu.::ed.
Poshard said blpartisian
committees will be set up to
examine honoraria fees as well
as any other income made by
members of congress.
Sen. Alan Dixon, D-Bellville.
who has said in the past he
would oppose and vote against
a pay raise, was unavailable
for comment.
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A Large Cheese Pizza For
Just $6.89! (Pluslu)
N.lhis prioe you CIn Ifford to top off alltge cheese
piZZI any way you like. l.OId h up with the toppings of
your choice lot just a little .""a. And of course, we'll
dIIiver your custom-made pizza hot and fresh to your
dOor in 30 minu1es or less. Guaranteed!
Nobody Delivers fletler. ~ N< ooupon necessary.
Just Ask I
Expires: 2119/89

Correction
Illinois Sen. Jim Rea is a
Democra t
representing
Chrisl.Opher. This information
was incorrectly stated in
Tuesday's Daily Egyptian.
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Competition films
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Sound Stage
( ..>mmunications Bldg.

-This film from the Ivory Coast explores the iinks between feminism,
economics, and tradition in contemporary Africa.
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BLOCK AND
Bridle
Club meets at 7:30 tonight in
Agriculture Room 209. Gene
Henley, Nutr"na territory
mana~er, will speak.
STUDENT ORIENTATION
Programs will bold a Student
Life Adviser Interest meeting
at 7 tonight in the Baptist
Student Center lounge. For
details, catl4S3-5714.
EG YPTIAN DIVERS Scuba
Club meets at 6:30 tonight in
the Student Center Troy and
Comith rooms. Underwater
photo will follow immediately
at Pulliam Pool.
AUTO-TECH CLUB will
meets at 7 tonight in the
Student Center Ohio room.
BLACK AFFAIRS Council
will sbow the films, "Cabin in
the Sky" at 6 p.m. and
"Stormy Weather" a18 tonight
in the Student Cente.
Auditorium. Admission is $1.
REGISTRATION CLOSES
Feb. 15 for the Graduate
Management Admission Test
to be given March 18. For
details, contact Testing Ser·
vices, Woody Hall B204, 53&3303.
GA Y AND Lesbian People's
Union meets at 7 tonight in
Student Center Activity Room
D.

CARBONDALE' PARK
District Board of Con:missioners will meet at 7:30
tonight in the LIFE Com·
munity Center, 2500 W. Sunset
Drive.
PUBLIC RELATIONS and
Communication Department
me American Marketing

of

Cutting, too ·

•
Association meets at 6 tonight
in front of the AMA office.
ALlVERTISING DEPARTMENT of tbe American
Marketing ~ociation meets
at 7 tonight in front of the AMA
office
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS panel of the American
Marketing Associatior. meets
at 5 today in front of the AMA
office.
LEARNING RESOURCES
workshop:
"Increasing
Student Interaction in the
Classroom" from 10 to 11 a.m.
Thursday in the Morris
Library basement.
sm PHOENIX Bike Racing
Team meets at 8 tonight in the
Rec Center Conference Room.
Members should bring dues
and deposits.
ENGINEER IN Training
exam registration will be held
from 8 t04 today in TechA-l22.
All engineering seniors
scheduled to graduate this
year are eligible to take the
exam, which will be given in
April.
PRSSA MEETS at 7:30
tonight in Lawson 131. Jonni
Murry Asbury, former PRSSA
president and marketing
director for Best Inns of
America, will speak.
ANANDA MI\RGA Yoga
Society fresents "Meditation
as a Too for Spiritual Growth
and Social Change," featuring
Dada Indrajit, a yogic monk,
at 7 toni~t in the Student
Center Saline Room.
USG

PUBLIC

Commission meets at '" today
in the Senate Conference
Room. For details, call Bill
Ash at 536-3381.
NAACP WaL bold a branch
meeting at 5:30 tonight in the
Student Center Video Lounge.
All members should attend.
BRIEFS POLICY The
deadline for Campus 9riefs is
noon two days before
publication. Briefs must be
typewritten. and must include
time. date, place and sponsor
of the event and the name and
telephone number of the
person submitting the item.
Briefs should be delivered 01'
mailed to the Daily Egyptian
News Room, Communicatioos
Building, Room 1247.
.
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Relations

Broadcast director named
John P. McNally, of
Oklahoma City, has been
named
Director
of
Engineering for the Broadca.,ting Service of SIU-C, effective February 1989.
McNally will be responsible
far technical operations and
planning for the radio and
television stations of the SIU-C
Broadcasting Service.
He was most recently the
chief engineer for .c.umma
Broadcasting, Inc., in
Oklahoma.
McNally, who holds a

bachelor's degree in science
from Miami University. is a
seni"l' membfo.r of the Society
of Broadcasting Engineers and
an active member of the
Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers.
Tbe Broadca.ating Service of
SIU-C operates two PBS affiliated television stations,
WSITJ-TV 8 in Carbondale and

:I~i-~J~~Olne~li~ndra~
station,
bondale.
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KAHALA
GARDENS
UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

Murdale
Shopping
Center
529~2813

~.Jf~

Let our New York City chefs
cook for you .
• AII couples receive a free
Flaming Volcano with dinner.
• Singles receive a glass of
white wine free with dir.ner
.Birthdays or any other
celebration will receive
a free cockta iI.
95
Lunch Buffet
7 ':hV5 e

we"~

11 a.m . 2 p

3

fl1

Kahala Gardens
0"
3
9
, d
.,j.. ~Chinese New Year Inner p.m. - p.m.
Kew Gar en
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Kaha,la Fast .Food... .... ~is. Speci~l

Fri. & Sat. 10 p.m.

Student Programming Council
SPC
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Expressive Art~ Present:
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March 6th at 8:00 p.m.
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Stu <lent
Ballrooms
Admission is FREE
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SPC
Travel & itet
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Presents:

Spring Break

for more info call SPC at 536-3393

Get Involved

Help Plan
Springfest '89

L
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Daytona from $155
Panama City from $140
-Spaces Still AvailableFor more info. or loJ Sign-up contact the Student
Center Programming Council 3rd floor Student
Center: 536-H93.

Come to the meeting on
Thursday at 7 pm
Activity RO{lm B
Student Center
The Black Affairs Council
For more information ca!1 536-3393,-.._ _ _..
and
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Soathqrn Illinois
Glassworks

in Art Alley
Now through Feb. 28~.. _
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presents

Chocolate Chip Theatre
COmpii.°Y
Student Center Ballroom 0
7:00 pm Feb. 23
Admission is $2.00
For more information call 536-3393

SPC Video

Ii
The Wellness
Centvr
Presents

February 10th, 10 am - 5 pm
Student Center Hall of Fame
Sponsored by SPC Fine Arts & The Craft Shop
For more information c<lll: 536-3393

Alcohol Awarenesss Videos in the
~ Student Center
----~II ~y' 4th floor Video Lounge,
Wednesday, Feb. 8 from
11am -lpm
Wellness Center Presentation and
. ~ Question and Answer Session in
~ the 4th floor Video Lounge on
Thursday, Feb. 9, from llam-l pm

.-..---1:, _

Get Involved - For More Information Call SPC: 536-3393
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Illinois not immune to widespread flu outbreak
Unitec Press International

Illin()is was in the grip of a
flu outbreak Tuesday with no
place in the state "immune
from it," public health officials
said.
"Weare seeing it throughout
the state," Tom Schafer, a
sookesman for the Illmois
P'ublic Health Department,
said. "It is very much
widespread. There doe.>n't
seem to be any place in the
state immune from it."
Schafer said it is difficult to

~fn~: llhn~~ s~~~ n~~~

required to report flu outbreaks. "It is hitting mainly
the young kids as well as young
aduits, but not so m'Jch the
older adults," Sc;'.afer said. "It
is sometring adults have been

exposed to a numbt>r of times
during their lives and they
may have some resistence to
it."
Schafer said the strain is
called B Victoria. Symptoms
are high fever, sore throat,
muscle and joint aches and a
general achy feeling.
Usually, when the weather is
mild the flu season io; worse
because people are out and
about. Schafer said the flu
season wasn't bad this year
until mid-January.
Coral
Ca.rlson,
spokeswoman for the Du Page
Health Department, said
school officials started to
notice a signifant in('rease on
Jan. 17.
"At that time, we had 11
schools reporting more than 10
percent ahsenteeism,"

Wef'li. with the flu. She said the
average figure during a winter
week ~s about five youngsters.
"It's the highest we've ever
had," she said, "1 guess we'd
consider this an epIdemiC.
We've never seen anything like
it before."
The flu was 110 bad at St.
Bel'nard's Catholic Grade
School in Peoria last week. that
they c!osed the school for a
day.
"We just closed on Tuesday,
but we prabably could have
closed for a few more days,"
Sister Georgianna Dorsey,
said.
Virgina Scott, administrator
of Jackson County Health
Department at Murphysboro,
said about 1,000 of the 2,400
school children in the Murphysbnro Unit &~hool District,

Carlson said.
"On the 2:):--! and 3O'.:h, we
had 30 schools and on Monday
we had 25 schools reporting
more than 10 percent absenteeism. We expect a few
more over the course of the
w~."

Carlson said there are about
300 schools in Du Page County,

and during 8. typical w~k,
there are no schools reporting
absenteeism above the 10
percent le\'eL
"It's the highest we've ever
had," Penny Ludwinski,
director of communicable
disease for the Champaign
County Health Department,
said. "I gllf'.ss we'd consider
this an epioiemic. We've never
seen anything like it before."
Ludwinski 300 Urban!'. school
children were oo.:t of school last

were out week before last with
the flu.
Scott said the rate apparently was much lower m
Carbondale, although the only
statistics they get (rorr. Carbondale come from the Carbondale ClInic. She said the
::linic rep<1rted treating 214
people thf: first week. of this
month compared with 83 the
last week. in January.
Lori Sarr1, communiciable
disease coordinator for K'lne
County Health Departm..mt,
said she has talked to six or
seven school nurses around the
county and they indicated an
absentee rate I!!'wards a! 10
percent.
"We're looking at a viral
influenza that's lasting about 6
days," she S;lid.

Poshard voices concern about buyout
Ruorspar mining
takeover attempt
could speD doom
ROSICLARE, lll. nJPIl - A
Southern Illinois congressman
says he's concerned that a
hostile takeover attempt could
spell doom for a fluorspar
mining operation that is the
principal employer in one of
the state's smallest and
poorest counties.
Rep. Glenn L. Poshard, DCarterville, said that a group
of eastern investors operating
under the name of Centaur is
trying to buy Pennwelt Corp.
of Philadelphia, owner of the
Ozarit-Mahoning Co., the orly
remaining producer of acidgrade fluorspar, classified as a
strategic mineral, in the
nation.
"My concern is Centaur is

~~l1k:v~~i~~!~~tsn~~~

tentions of operating its
holdings in a resporo.sible or
community-minded way,"
Poshard said.
073rk-Mahoning currently
operates two fluorspar mines
and ar. ore processing mill in
Hardin Coun.y, along the Ohio
RIver in deep l'outheastern

Illinois. Vic EvartS, vice economy and stock trading
president and general sys tem to take. "
Evans, 34, who has been with
manager of Ozark-Mahoning,
said the firm directly employs Pennwa!t 11 years and is a
148 people and wiliJ other jobs veteran of more than 30 years
provided through trucking in the fluorspar mining incontracts hires "a little over dustry, said Edwin Tuttle,
200 people. "
chief executive officer of
Poshard said he believes the Pennwalt, is fighting the
jobs related to the mining takeover attempt.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Doperation could b.:! lost if the
buyout goes through, further Ky., three Pennsylvani'i
crippling an area that already congressmeu and the mayor of
is reeling under double-digit Pil.iladelphia also are resisting
the buyout effort, Evans said,
unemployment.
as is the International
Poshard said he has asked Association of Machinists and
the chairman of the House Aerospace Workers union
Committee on Energy and which represents OzarkCommerce, Rep. John Dingell, Mahoning employees.
D-Mich., to include the PennPennwalt, with international
walt takeover attempt in the chemicals interests, has been
committee's hearings on in operation for 140 years and
hostile takeovers. He said has been "a very paternal
information also is being sent company," Evans said.
to the Securities and Exchange
Commission because some of
Ozark-Mahoning has been
Centaur's primary investors operating in Hardin County 50
have some questionable years and Pennwalt re<>enUy
financial histories.
bought Inverness Mining Co.
"Putting jobs in jeopardy fluorspar interests and is
because someone if< an office pl."lnning to open a third
far away from m:; District
wanls to make a quick buck is
simply unacceptable,"
Poshard said. "I'm urging
Congress to take a good hard
1l)()\{ and see if this is really the
direction we want our

fluorspar mine in the seconj
quarter of this year, Evans
said.
Evans said Ozark-Mahoniog
miners average more than $10
a hour in wages with a fullrange of fringe benefits.
Ozark-Mahoning has continued fluorspar mining
operations in Hardin County
despite a flood of imports from
Mexico and South Africa and is
looking to the future under
Pennwalt, Evans said.
Acid-grade fluorspar is used
in the production of
hydrofluoric acid, plastics,
refrigerants, propellants, the
fluoridation of water, toothpaste and the enrichment of
uranium among others, Evans
said.
Hardin County beneral
Hospital in Rosiclare is the
county's second-largest employer with 121 jobs :md likely
would have to close its doors If
the 200-plus jobs in the
fluorspar industry were lost,
Evans said.
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CAMPUS CASH DINING PLANS

BUY NOW!
SAVE LATER!
Pay $22.50 nowGet a $26.56 value!

Pay $88.00 nowGet a $106.25 value!
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Red, YelLow
and Pink

Available.
Call 457·0381 for Free Delivery in Carbondale with sIO.OO purchase

Valentines For
Men

S15, $20, $25, $50

Ladies-don', forget to
show your special man
how much you love him.
We have masculine floral
design8, plants and
Mylar helium filled
baJloons starling at only

Floratificates
Floratificates are floral gift
certificates that can be used at an}'
floral shoppe in tile Lnited Siales
and Canada. Floratificale~ are Ihe
perfect gift for that 8pedal 8omeone
with their own unique 1081(>8.

$1.99

MONfAY
1111.
SA Tl'iWAY
Grade'A Chicken

Drums or Thighs

I
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Lean & Tender98 ¢
Cutlets
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BAKER'S DOZEN BAKERY
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Sliced fret: into Chop.
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FamilyPak
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Pre-retirement seminars planned at University
Topics includd Social Security health
I

By Lisa Warns

!

Staff Writer
Retiring'?
"There's a whole new
ballgame waiting for you when

ba~t~~!;~/;:;!~ im:::~

College, said. "It's not all
fishi::lg and golfing."
To help future retirees
decide which direction to take,
the Emeritus College along
with
the
Annuitants
Associatian, Personnel Services and the Division of
Con~inuing Education will
offer "everal pre-retirement
p!an;ling seminars from 1 to 3
p.m. on Tuesdays Feb. 14 to
March 14 in the University
Museum Auditorium, Faner
Hall.
The seminar topics include
Social becur,ty, ta)r.~ on
benefits, investmer.:S, legal
instruments, sucr. as wills and
trusts, and health.
"Retirement is a stage of
your life. You don't retire for a
Staff photo b, Heidi Diedrich

Frank Hartman, lett. :and Larry Johnson field
questions concernlr:g retirement plans for

senior citizens. Seminars are planned for Feb,
14 to March 14.

ff'W years and then die, "
Auerbach said.
"If you plan on livin5 on just
your SURS <State University

"Retirement is a stage
of your life. You don't
retire for a fe w years
and then die."
-Arnold J. Auerbach

Retirement System) benefits,
you are going to have a difficult t;me," Auerbach said.
"Re~irt'ment is not as easy
as it seems," Wilhan. Capie,
oiirector of Personnel <;)ervices,
said. "Retirement is an individual decision and must be
perso:!alized. No benefit
package is the same for
everyone."
Questions abo"t the
seminars should be directed to
Steve Montez at 536-7751.
In addition to the retirement
seminars, those preparing to
retire within the next two
years are advised to meet with
SURS retirement counselors
who will be on campus on April
25 through 'l:l. Call Personnel
Services for more information.

Interns wanted
to help overseas
The Overseas Development
Network, a national studf'nt
organiza tion
promoting
discussion of "Third World"
development issues, IS aCt
cepting applications for interns in a grassroots
development
initiatives
program.
Appli::ation deadline for
interns in the Appalachian
region, Latin America and the
Philippines is February IS,
1989. Deadline for Bangladesh
and India is March I, 1989. For
more information call (415)
725-2869 or (617) 868-3002.

Psychic Readings by
HELEN TAYLOR
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Order your college ring NOW.
11·1Opm

J()Sl~ENS

Wednesday Special
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Tesla finds fame after one year of playing clubs
said the band works together
until they find a sound they
like.
"The best part always
wins," he said. They know the
best parts will be picked by the
producers, so the band
members don't feud among
themselves, Wheat said.
'resla's namesake was
Nikola Tesla who discovered
rotating magnetic fields, the
basis of alternating current
machines, and the Tesla coil,
which is used in radio.; and
televisions.

Hard-rock band
opens for Poison
at the SIU Arena
By Ne... Bentley
Staff Writer

Named after a scientific

~:au:' Ja~~ ~~~t~!!!!~

i
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,

themselves in the spotlight
after only a year of playing
clubs in California.
Bassist Brian Wheat, in a
recent phone interview, said
they sent off demo tapes to
record companies, and they
were signed to a contract with
Geffen Records. For a yearand-a-half, Tesla concentrated
on
rehearsing
p ... d
songwriting.
IN 1986 THE band's first
album
"Mechanical
Resonance" went gold, and
their second album "The
Grea t Radio Controversy" was
released Jan. 31.
Talking about the secont!
album Wheat said, "I hope it
goes as well as that
( "Mechanical Resonance" ),
but I don't put expectations on

Tesla will be opening for Poison Feb. 22, 7:30

p.m. at the Are.,.. Band members Include

it."
Te<>la spent 14 months on
tour with David Lee Roth,
Alice Cooper and Del Leppard
after their first album, and
played solo at the Montreaux
Festival, the Texas Jam and
the Marquee Club.
THE BAND is now on tour

with Poison and will play at
7:30 p.m. Feb. 22 at the SIU
Arena.
Wheat said be doesn't know
what the band will be doing
after the Poison tour.
The band is a job Whea t said.
"To me life hasn't changed
that much. except we're living
on the road."

Inspiration for their songs
comes from listening to a
variety of ml:Sic, he said.
"Music itself is our influence."
GUITAR1STS FRANK
Hannon and Tommy Sku)Cb,
drummer Troy Luccketta,
lead singer Jeff Keith and
Wheat all write songs. Wheat

THE BAND'S management
and Tom Zutaut, a Geffen
Records executive, were the
ones who suggested the name
because 3f the similarities
between Tesla's career and
their own.
Tesla started out in America
without any money and never
got the credit be deserved. The
band members feel they can
relate to the way be started out
because they to were the underdogs when they started in
Sacramento.
Both of their albums were
named after a theory of
Tesla's.

Public still believes widespread AIDS falsities
WASHINGTON mPH Despite years of massive
publicity, more than 40 percent
of Americans who were surveyed still believe incorrectly
that the AIDS virus can be
transmitted by bilet seats or
insect bites, a public health
expert said Tuesday.
Dr. Gary Noble, director of

~e~S f:?~~~~r ~:n~t

testified before the Senate
Labor and Human Resources

Committee.

Under questioning from the
chairman, Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D·Mass., Noble said
Americans still hold some
widespread misconceptions
about the AIDS virus.
Noble said 42 percent of the
adults surveyed believed incorrectly - that the deadly
virus can be transmitted by
toilet seats or insect bites.
About 2< percent of those

report by the General Accounting Office found that only
about 10 percent of AIDS
puLlic sevice messages
prepared by the CDC were
aired during prime time
television hours.
Kennedy suggested the CDC
questioned in September 1988 use.
might follow the exan:ple of
The survey mentioned by the Pentagon, which bought
indicated they thought msect
bites were "very likely" or Noble was conducted by the p:-ime time advertising time
"somewhat likely" to spread National Center for Health for military recruitment ads.
AIDS, while 18 percent said it Statistics. The group has
Noble agreed with Kennedy
was likely AIDS could be conducted a series of surveys that more research needs to be
since September 1987 and Its done to determine if the
transmitted by toilet seats.
Scientists say the AIDS virus most recent report was publicity blitz bas succeeded in
survives only briefly outside completed in la te 1988.
persuading Americans to stop
Noble said a recent survey higb-risk activities.
the body and there have been
no cases of transmission from showed about 85 percent of
U.S. adults recalled seeing a
toilet sea ts or insect bites.
The anti-AIDS ad campaign
But Noble said some public service advertisement received more than $23 million
progress bas been made in about acquired immune of free airtime during its first
educating the public. For deficiency syndrome on 14 months of activity ending
instance, 95 percent of those television at least once a November 30, Noble said. The
surveyed now know the virus month between May through next series of AIDS education
can be transmitted by sharing August 1988.
messages, tar~eted at parents
Kennedy noted a recent ana youth. begins in April.
syringe needlf'S during drug

42 percent of the adUlts surveyed believed incorrectly - that the deadly virus can be
transmitted by toilet seats or insect bites.

The AIDS virus is found in
the blood and other bouy fluids
of infected people and can be
spread by sexual or blood-toblood contact, such as drug
users sharing contaminated
needles.
Blacks and Hispanics account for a disproportionate
share of the 84,503 AIDS cases
reported to the CDC as of Jan.
23, Noble said. Although the
two groups comprise only 20
percent of the nation's
popuIation, they make up 41
percent of adult AIDS cases
and about 75 percent of AIDS
cases in children.
Overall, Noble said the
number of new cases of adult
AIDS reported in 1988 was 57
percent higher than the
number reported in 1987, and
new pediatric cases rose by 77
percent

DEAL OF THE WEEK
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Eastgate Shopping Center-Carbonda{

Located at the Student Center Ctosshalls
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FANTASTIC FEBRUARY SPECIAlS

Quarter Pounders

5:00pm-6:00pm Early Bird Special
$2.00 OFF All Dinner Entrees (£""*'<llntlNiUhIIr-'-,

WED

NIGHfS

All You Can Eat Shrimp Dinner $10.95

NIGHTLY DRINK SPECIAlS
nm,~Select Import Beer $1.10
~.L

Draft Beer .35¢
Thurs. Stoli $1.10

wi cheese. add .1 O¢

Etl: FAC. 3 for 1 Happy Hour
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Reservations Pecommended
01 N. Washington 529-3322
ilK

C?Mt

Spring Semester Hours - Sunday thru Thursday l1A.M. to 8P.M. Friday and Satur1ay -11A.M. to 6P.M.

la ter on," Abba said.
Jai-Yuan Han, one of Abba's
former instructors, is imA student from the CollegE' of pressed with Abba's acEngineering and Technology complishments.
was chos~n to receive one of
"He's quite smart," Han
five 1989 St. Louis Electrical said.
"He worked quite hard to
Board student awards.
Michael S. Abba, a jun:or catch ever thing in the class,
and
he
always asked some
from Herrin, was honored as
the top electrical engineering very thoughtful questions."
Abba
and
students from SIUstudent at SIU-C for the 1988-89
school year. He has main- E, Washington University, the
University
of
Missouri at Rolla
tained a 4.0 grade point
at Columbia were honored
average during each of his and
Feb. i at an awards luncheon
three years at the University.
Abba said he spends about in st. Louis. All recipients will
two hours studying for every receive a plaque and $100.
one hour in class. An average
Abba also has received the
week's worth of studying adds SfiJ-C Presidential Scholarup to about 30 hours, he said:
ship, the Ronert W. Davis
"It builds up. When you fU"St Scholarship and the Lloyd and
start out you don't spend as Edna Morey Memorial
much time studying as you do Scholarship.

Padding, too

By Meglln Hauck

StaftWr:ter

Zoology
professor
honored
By Lisa Miller

George H. Warlr.g

centra ted on behavoral studies
with horses and foals, both
domestic and wild.
A native of Denver, Colo.,
Waring earned both his undergraduate and doctoral
degrees {rom Colorado State
University.

Educational films series held
Southern Illinois Latin
America Solidarity Committee
is sponsoring an educational
film series entitled The Secret
Wars In Central America.
The films depict current
struggles
occurring
throughout Central America
which for one reason or
another have received little or
no coverage from the U.S.
pres-L
- The following films will be

The Air Force con make
you an attractive offer - outstanding compensation pillS
opportunities for professional
development. You can have a
ChallengirlQ practice and time
to sP6nd with your family while
you serve your country. Find out
what the Air Force offers. Coli

Michael S. Abba

CAPT EARL THOMPSON
314-434-9555
STATION TO STATION COUECT

This summer the Overseas
Development Network will be
sponsoring its fourth annuaI
cross-country
hunger
awareness bike-a-tbon, BikeAid '89, to raise awareness and
funds for self-help devel~
ment projects overseas and m
the United ~tates.

Staff Writer

George
H.
Waring,
University zoology professor,
was one of only 316 scientists
nationwide who received
fellowship status in the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
The honor, given during the
association's ~nnual mee~g
in San Fra :lC1SCO, recognized
Waring's efforts in advancing
science and its practical applications.
Warring's research f'lCUSeS
on sound and behavior
characteristics of animals.
.
As an assistant professor of
animal industries and zoology,
Waring came to SIU-C in 1966.
His work here has COD-

A!lied Health
Professionals

Blk.Aid '89
seeks people
to raise funds

..

shown at 7:30 p.m. at the
Newman Center, 715 S.

Washington :
.Thursday The Ben
Linder Story (Nicaragua)
.Feb. 16 Winning
Democracy (El Salvador)
.Feb. 23 - Under the Gun
(Guatemala)
.March 2 - Under Cover
(Contra-gate, the rest of the
story.)

MICRO-MART

EX press 10 • Complete Computer Package for only ..
SPECIF:CA TIONS'
• 80882 '4.77 and 10 t&;z)
•

Dual 360

I(

Olsk DrIves

• 5121( Rom iE'pondoble to lb8~)
•
•

Hercules" Groph,c~ EmulatIon
11' t-kResolutlon Mono·Mon,!or

l::==~}~:

In the past three years, 287
cyclists have crossed the
country with Bike-Aid, to raise
awareness of the problems fi
world hunger and poverty as
well as a cumulative total of
$390,000.

Bike-Aid '89 will begin in
mid-June from four West coast
c.ties - SeaWe, Portland, San
Francisco and Los Angeles. A
shorter ride will originate
{rom Austin, Texas, beginning
in mid-July. The ride will he
completed in mid-August when
cyclists trom the five routes
converge in Washington, D.C.
People of all ages and
backgrounds may apply.
Closing date for the application is March 3, 1989. For
details call (415) 723-0802 or
725-1405.

_

I
~

l'1ii~~~~DOT-MATRIX
t~

PRINTER
INCLUDED

Other models ond
configuCltions ol/oiloble

Mo'l Sa:

Sc~ 9:~~~=

for mere information, contoct

MICRO-MART

Beer
Club
S-Spm

_

]F:el.Taco Bar For Members
"V'~

11'". WGshlnlt...

-

~

457-3301 :-

9 Pin No-Tap Mixed Scotch
Tournament
Time:
When:
Cost:
Where:

I

::'~J===:lI~I~I~I~I~-1

7:00 pm

Thursday, February 9th

Fully (ompatlbl-e With the IBM·

st.t a

1

CHOOSE FROM 60 IMPORTS

PC ond the PS 2' mod.1 30
And for a Limited Time. you

Tres
HOOJtires

C\Take A Trip Around Q ~
V
The World
~-

• 101 Enhon<od Keyboord
• One Yeor Warronty

•

549-0788

the copy center

.. Minimum of twelve teams
.. Teams will bowl a total of
three games
..Entry forms available
at bowling desk in Student
Center Recreation Area .
.. Prizes for top three teams
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YOUR CHOICE 12 P AK 120Z CANS

PEPSI FAVORITES
WAS 1.98

LB
SOLD AS ROASTS ONLY

-/" BAT~ TISSOE
CHOICE OF COWRS

4p;::1

WHOLE KERNEL OR CREAM GOLD CORN, CUT

ORKITVEGETAEiiSLESGIANT

~®¢ 14~~~~/$1] (Q)(f]

WITH COUPON & $20.00 PURCH/.SE
SENIOR CITIZENS - $10.00 PURCHASE

\VITH COUPON & 20.00 PURCHASE
SENIOR CITIZENS _ $h~.OO PURCHASE

PRICES GOOD THRU. SAT. FEB. 11TH 'b9. RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS.
Daily Egyptian, February B, 1988, Page I

Museum features Mr. Potato Head, other trivia
Prollidence Joumal

But the museum also
displays the 1952 version: a
series of sharp, plastic
features that kids jabbed into
raw potatoes to create endlessly different starchy
creatures who always looked
faintly astonished.

WASHINGTON <SHNS)
The Smithsonian Institution
may have the Hope Diamond,
but hey, the Potato Museum
has Mr. Potato Head.
And he's abut as big a
draw, among those who dig
potatoes.
Take Nancy Gurganus of
Silver Spring, Md., who
headed straight for the dGpper
tuber on a recent weekend visit
to the world's only potato
museum.
"Oh, it's Mr. Potate Hp.ad!"
she cried, tightening her grip
on son Andrew's elbow. Andrew, who is 9, knows only the
child-proofed plastic Potato
1.f&·d: a fake spud that looks
iike a California Raisin after
wrinkle cream.

POTATO MUSEUM curator
Tom Hughes can't understand
the Hasbro toy's enduring star
quality, especi~lly when his
museum contains so many
more educational exhibits.
"Certainly, Mr. Potato Head
always catches pI;lOple's attention," he said with a sigh.
"They just can't seem to turn
away from him. And he emir
up in every story written about
this place."
Hughes, a local fifth-grade
teacher, MS the pained air of a
man who for more than a
decade has been pressed to
explain the fascination with
potatoes tnat produced one of
Washington's least known,
most idiosyncratic museums.
Although the Potato

Curator points out
inherent worth
of spuds to society
By Jody McP!tallps

Museum is run on a sb0e3tring,
Eugiles said, the idea behind it
is absolutely serious.

"THERE ARE hundreds of
museums devoted to weapons,
battles and wars but few if any
about food," re.1ds a brochure.
"The Potato Museum aims to
educate the public about this
valuable plant and its
promising future while
preserving items associated
wi~ its history and social
influence.' ,
He started the collection in
1975 as a project for a class he
was teaching in Belgium, a
natlvI! so besotted with the
tater that people grow them in
their yards as Americans do
tomatoes. (Belgians, if: fact,
invented French fries).
The collection just kept on
growing. In 1987, Hughes
opened a non-profit museum
financed in part by the Int.ematit'!l81 Potato Center in
Lima, Peru. Hughes and his
wife Meredith run the museum
part-time.

THE POTATO Museum may
be an underground classic
now, but that could change in
1991, when potatoes will be one
of five elements included in a
new exhibit called "Seeds for
Change" at the Smithsonian
Museum of Natural History.
The potato display will be
chosen from more than 2,000
potato-related items that now
cram the ba»ement of
Hughes's Capitol Hill
townhouse.
Visitors are qUickly overwhelmed with the realization
of just how many aspects of
life are meshed with the
pot:.to, from pop art through
politics to the Industrial
Revolution.
Pre-Columbia:t potato pots
with dozens of unwinking eyes
stare out of exhioit cases. A
poster of Marilyn Monroe
proves that, on the right
person, even a ~tato sack
looks good. Irish patato
weeders called "spuds" - yes,
that's where the name comes

from - hang from the walls.
THOSE SKEPTICAL about
the potato's social influence
might consider these items:
.In the 450 years since
Spaniards brought the potato
to Europe from South
America, it has become the
fourth-ranking food crop
behind wheat. com and rice.
.Before the great Potato
Famine of 1845-46, the Irish
population swelled to 8 million
eating mainly potatoes and
milL When the cnp failed, at
least a million starved and
millions more emigrated.
.The 10,000 different
varieties of potato include red,
brown, blue, black, white, and
yellow. Shapes range from
standard ovals to round,
banana-shaped and squiggly,
for lack of a more precise

term.

HUGHES SAYS he never
dreamed a class project couid
grow so large.

Scientists discover shrimp
can see, even in darkness
Creatures have to detect heat of volcano vents to survive
By Robin McKie
London Observer Service

In the deepest part of the
ocean, three miles below the
surface of the Atlantic,
scientists have discovered
creatures seemingly with a
totally new type of vision even though these animals
spend their lives in utter
darkness.
The discovery, announced in
a recent issue af Nature, has
puzzled sdenti!'~:;, though
some suggest the creaturesa form of shrimp - may use
their strange "eyes" to detect
radiation coming from unuerwater VOlcanoes.
It was previously thought
that the sbrimp - called
rimicaris eXDCulata - would
have no powers of vision, for it
spends its iife swarming

~=d o:u1&~ur~r v~ca~
Atlantic Ocean. There they
live out their lives in total
darkness - so their lack oC
vision would have seemed
logical.
But Dr. Cindy Lee Van

Dover, and fellow res<:archers
at
the
Woods
Hole
Oceanographic Institution in
Massachusetts,
have
discovered tm t R. exoculata
does have eyes - of a sort.
They have found th;I.t it
possesses patches on its back
which contain light-sensitive
pigment and that these patches al'f' also connected to the
shrimp's nervous system.
The researchers were
initially puzzled by these
"eyes" - for there is nothing
on the ocean floor for R.
exoculata to see. Tb dr
existence is spent swarn..ing
round pitch-bjack, deep-ocean
volcamc vents where they feed
on micro-organisms that
thrive on sulphvrous
chemicals which pour f.-orr.
these underwater fissul"t!5
The answer, scienLlSts now
suggest, could lie with the
volcanic vents. The shrimp
must get close enough to the
35CH1egree Celsius columns of
water that bubble up from tne

vents so that they can feed.
However, they must not get too
close.
"Around the vent, there is
abundant food, but in it the
shrimp would be instantly
pressure-cooked,"
states
biologist Michael Land in
Nature. It could simply be that
the shrimp's novel eyes allow
it to detect radiation from the
superheated water that
streams up from the vents.
This allows them to feed but
notcoolr..
This idea is backed b)
calculations by Steven
Chamberlain, also of the
Woods Hole Institution. He has
shown that normal eyes of the
human variety simply could
not detect the radiation
produced by these columns of
hot water. On the other hand,
the novel "eyes" of k.
exoculata could carry out such
a task.
"It coul~ be that we are
indeed dealing with a new kind
of eye," concludes Land.
Scripps Howard News Service
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"SOUp &.. Salad

ll

8 oz. Bowl of Salad and
8 oz. Bowl of Soup

$1.99
Pizza Pete's is located
in the Big Muddy Room

HOURS:
J.0:30-2:00
Monday-Friday

International fashion, culture~ food
brings part of world to Carbc.ndale
By Fernando Fellu - Moggi
StaflWriter

University students and
Carbondale residents will get a
chance to enjoy international
fashion, culture and food a t the
1983 Internatiol'.:ll Festival,
that will take place Friday
through SU:1day in the Student
Center.
The festival is sponsored by
the International Student
Council, the Student Center
and International Programs
and Services.
An exhibition of in·
ternational artifacts will
inaglJrate the celebration
Friday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Annual show
features
collectibles
Stamp collectors, train
set enthusiasts and
fanciers of flowers are
invikd to attend Carbondale's annual Orchids, Trains, Planes and
Stamp Show at the
Hillside Nursery, 1900 W.
Sycamore,
behind
Denny's in Carbondale.
Model planes, stamp
collections and train sets
will be exhibited daily
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Friday throulUl Tuesday.
The U.S. Post Office
ili~ :orating one of

at the International Lounge,
where representative objects
of various countries will be
displayed to aproach visitors
to the culture and customs of
international studenL~
On Saturday, a reception
will !..t uff~r<!d at II p.m. in the
Gallery Lounge, foUowed by
an interna tional fashion show
at 7 p.m. in B'illrooms C and D.
In the fashion show,
members of international
student associations will
model typical clothes from
their countries and regions.
The exhibition of international artifacts will be
repeated Sunday from 10 a.m.

Binding, too

/'

to 2 p.m. in Ba Urooms A and B.
Food from s;x continents can
be enjoyed Sunday at the international buffet, that will
take place from 10:45 a.m. t02
p.m. in the Rena 'ssance Room.
Tickets for the buffet are $7
for students and St mor citizens
and $8 for the gen"ral public.
Tickets can be PUI ~hased at
the door.
Music and ddnc"!s from
different countries, inclua'ng a
performance by natlVf>
Americans will be shown at th.:
international cultural show.
Sunday fom 3 to 5 p.m at
Ballrooms C and D

.: : ......-!. HAPPY HOUR ALL NIGHT
.50
1.25
1.00
1.00
2.00
3 for 1

String ensemble holds free recital
A student-facult} string
ensemble from the School of
Music will present a free
chamber music recital at 8
p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 15, in
the Old Baptist Founda tion.
The six-member ensemble
will play Franz Joseph
Haydn's "Divertimento No.
2," John Antes' "String Trio,
Opus 3, No.1" and Antonin

Open 24 Hours

the copy center

Dvorak's "String Quartet in F
Major, American."
Violinists are Christine
Norman and Donna Lagerstedt.
Violists are Michael Barta,
associate music professor, and
Donald Campbell.
Cellists are Paige Comstock
and Cathie Paull.

Coors Lt.
Speed rails
Stroh's Pounders
White Zinfondel
/'.IlY Shot & Draft
Amc;~pttoStoned

Sours

LOOK !=OR THE FLASHI~!C:; REO
LIGHT FOR HOURLY DRINK SF[f::IAL:J

NEED TO SPEND $1,000,000.00
~t\lVElRY
Coins-Paper Money
Four Days Only • Immediate Payment

BUYING: GOLD - SILVER -

Thursday • Friday • Saturday • Sunday • Feb. 9-10-11-12

CENTER
GROUPS &

* PAYING CASH FOR COINS. GOLD. SILVER *

SILVER COIrJS 1964-BEFORE
GOLD COINS
Silver Dollars ..... 300 to 1500 100 Gold ................................. 70°000to 1000°000
00
400 250 Gold ................................... 85 to 600
HaIf D0 II ars........ 1 to
300 Gold ............................... 250°0 to 4000 00
Quarters ............. 50 c to 200 !i0000Gold ............................... 1000000 to 10000000
C
C 10 Gold ............................. 150 to 3500
Dimes ................ 20 to 40 2000 Gold ............................ 35000 to 5000°1)
MINT COINS BRING MORE PRICES SUBJECT TO CONDITION

TYPE COINS
'h Cents ..................... 1000 to 300000
large Cents ............... 2°° to 10,000°°
2' Pes ....................... 1°° to 4,000°°
3' Pes ....................... 1°° to 4,000°0
Pre 1891 lO c & 20' .. 1°0 to 4,000°0
Pre 1891 5f)' ........... .400 to 9,000°°

BUYING ALL GOLD • SILVER • PLATINUM JEWELRY·
NEW

1.1 Bankers say Juring hard
tinles"Cash is King"
2.1 Cash in your hand is
better than unused items
sitting in your drawer
3.1 Joseph's Coin Company
has lleen an established
precIous metal coin dealer
for 41 years.

Buying all Diamonds All Antique
Jewelry Wedding Bands/Rolex
Watches-All Watches
Bullicn~ Bring in for quote

10K 14K 16K 18K

.2dR~lE~~ ~J~N OUT

Chains, Pins, (;harms,
Class Rings, Watches

BUYING ALL TYPES STERLING SiLVER ......••••.••.. 3°0 to 1000 Oz.
BUYING ALL SLOT MACHINES ............... 10000 to 1,00000 each
BUYING ALL WATCt·ES ..................................... 200 to 20,000 00

BUYII\IG All TYPES
OF GOLD/NEW/USED

* WE BUY ENTIRE COIN COLLECTIONS *

Introduction to

STRESS COPING SKILLS
.oNGOINGCall 536·4441

RAn?

REll-fINKIl'OG ABOUT DRITIo'K''I;G

An ongoing support group.
CaU (or .nform4lltion_

REASONS TO SELL NOW

GET PAID TODAY FOR' GOLD'. SILVERr-PLATINUM.
BUYING: OLD TOYS • OLD MINIATURES • PAPER MONEY .·ALL FOREIGN COINS'
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Marion Holiday Inri • State Rt. 13 @ I-57 • Rm. 6106 • (618) 997·2326
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Big Muddy Film Festival features 'Peasant Letter'
roDA Y through FRIDAY,
FEB.IO;

Public Screening of Competition Films, 10 a.m. to 5
p. m. daily on the Cinema and
Photography
Soundstage,
Communications Building.
Free
admission . to
screenLTJ.gs of more than 125
competition entries in the 11th
Annua! Big Muddy Film
Festival.
The cream of the crop
aelong America's independent
filmmakers for 1988.
TODAY:
"Faces of Women," by
Desire Ecare, University
Museum Auditorium, 7 p.m.,
$2.
"Faces of Women," a film
{rom the Ivory Coast, explores
the links between feminism,
economics and tradition in

cOT~ffi~ai; £~~~ into two
na rrati vely independent
sections, which could be
labeled sex and economics,
respectively.
The firs~ part portrays the
textures ;!nd rhythms of
African village life. The
second part concerns one
woman's attempt to maintain
a living for her family in a
patriarchal 51. ~iety.
"Peasant Letter," by Safi
Faye, U.dversity Museum
Auditorium, 9 p.m., $2.
Senegalese filmmaker Safi
Faye is presenUy the only
active independent female
Black African-born filmmaker.
"Peasant Letter," or "voice
of the peasant," was purposely
shot at a slow pace to reflect

the lyrical intimacy of man
and nature as well as the
ritualistic aspect of farming.
"Peasant Letter" is a
soberly poetic, yet politically
effective
fictionalized
documel1tary which denounces
the inadequate measures
taken by Faye's government to
cure the ills of the Senegalese
peasantry.
THURSDAY:
Guest filmmaker Haile
Gerima will present his film

political thriller concerning
the kidnapping of a beautiful
princess in the face of Moslem
expansion in the 19th century.
Not strictly an historical
film, "Ceddo" ranges far and
wide to include philosophy,
fantasy, militant politics and a
couple of electrifying le....ps
across the centuries.
In iJris, his most ambitious
film, Sembene evokes the
whole of the African experience.
FRIDAY:

"A Place of Weeping," by
Darrell Roodt, Student Center
Auditorirm,9 p.m., $2.
"A P}:.ce of Weeping," from
South Africa, is a rare film
produced by blacks in an industry usually reserved for
",hites.
The film is an account of the

"everybody's Big Three:
Bruce Lee, Bootsy Collins and
Malcolm X:'
Hudlin is a native of East St.
Louis and a 1983 Harvard grad
known for a series of short
comedy- films which present a
witty, Irreverent look at slices
of black life.

farming community. It is the
story of a brave black woman
who encounters emotional
trauma, undignified abuse and
personal jeopardy, all in her
fight for freedom.

of ~~~o~~ :;:'~~~J:~
sensibility ... you have a real
appreciation of what humor is
because you know what
tragedy is."
"The Kold Waves" is a film
about a white drummer

~r:: f1~~~e~~~e:m~fi

Guest filmmaker Carole
~'~:Sh MSat~~'~:~ 6:30te~\i~ Langer
will present her
SATURDAY:
Auditorium. Admission is $2.
documentary "Radirlm Ci~y"
Haile Gerima describes at 6:30 p.m. in the Student
"Coverup," by Barbara
himself as "an Etniopian Center Auditorium. Admission
Trent, Student Center
filmmaker residing for ma:lY is $2.
historical reasons here in the
"God left me here. I always Auditorium, 4 p.m. Free adknew I would finally have a mission.
United States."
A Big Muddy Film Festival
Gerima C3me to this country chance to tell my story."
in 1967 and received his MFA
These are ~he words of Marie special feature presentation.
The Iran Contra scandal
in film {rom UCLA in 1976.
Rossiter in "Radium City."
His films have earned Her story is that of Ottawa, revealed only a small part of
worldwide a'.!claim and have Ill., and of the young women America's secret government.
The congressional hearings
been hailed as having helped who worked at the Radium
create a New Black Cinema.
Diai Company there in the broadcast on American
television offered just a
"Bush
Mama"
was 1920's.
Gerima's thesis film at UCLA.
Many of these women died glimpse of the truth.
This film explores the exIt is the story of Dorothy, a young, and mostly from
woman living in Watts, trying radium-related cancers. To tensive network of political
to raise a daughter alone and this day, parts of Ottawa leaders, drug smugglers,
weapons dealers, hostages,
caught in the snares of remain radioactive.
"This film," Langer said, assassins and the effect of
welfare, social 'norkers, the
LAPD and an army of her "belongs to tbe people and the covert U.S. foreign policy on
people throughout the world.
city of Ottawa."
fellow walking wounded.
Ultimately, "Bush Mama"
Langer made "Radium
Guest filmmaker Reginald
is a film of revolutionary City" over a four-year period,
optimi&m, as Dorothy is living, as she said, "from HudUn will present Iris films
transformed from an un- thousand-dollar grant to "House Party," "The Koid
Waves" and the video
conscious victim to a conscious thousand-dollar grant. "
The film was chosen "Reggie's World of Soul" at
resister,
6:30
p.m. in the Studtnt Center
unanimously by the selection
"Ceddo." by Ousmane committee of the 1987 New Auditorium. Admission is $2.
When asked to reveal Iris
Sembene, Student Center York Fill1' Festival. It has
Auditorium, 9 p.m., $2.
been shown on cable TV's inflUf;Jlces, Reggie Hudlin was
once quot~d as naming
"Ceddo" is an exciting Cinemax.

:~dfu~~a t!flh :eb~ickg fU:

band.
"Reggie's World of Soul"
has been described as "a rude
send-up of Jet magazine's idea
of black journalism" mixed
with "Saturday Night Live."
Hudlm has become a major
force in the music video fi.eld.
"Sambizanga," by Sarah
Maldoror, Student Center
Auditorium,9 p.m., $2.
Although she is not an
African by birth, because of
her ethnic origins, her work
and her dedication to the cause
of Africa, Sarah Maldoror is
commonly included in studies
of African cinema.
She said, "I am from
everywbere and nowhere. My
anceston; were slaves. In my
case, it may sometimes be
difficult to define myself. The
West Indians blame me for not
having lived in the West Indies, the Africans say I was not
born in Africa and the French
blame me for not being like
them."

'Remembering Marilyn' shows her ·Iife and loves
Scripps Howard News Service

death, not life, is what made
"Remembering Marilyn," her famous.
Vestron Video. VHS-Beta. 48
This recycled television
min. $29.95.
program is a good overview of
Marilyn Monroe is un- the actress' life and loves,
doubtedly the most mer- including playwright Arthur
chandised dead star in history. Miller and baseball legend Joe
Not that she doesn't deserve DiMaggio. Host Lee Remick
the attention, but you guides us througb Monroe's
sometimes get the idea that turbulent life, complete with

~I
I

Testament.

I
I

Thursday

i

February 9
7:30pm at the

Wesley Foundation

,/ Prime 'CJime

Robert Wagner, RobeIt
Mitchum and Susan Strasberg

~C:=:rJ!eto~=
but you can't help ~ut feet

you've been down this road
before. There's no ground-

~(jtn '[O"TN

Jewish/Christian
Conversation:
The nature of
God in the
jewish scriptures
and the New

loads of newsreel footage and
occasional outtakes from her
films.

I

I

-

breaking revelation on tap.
The most interesting scenes
are those in which Monroe
talks about herself, often with
heart-tugging innocence.
As for the idea that Monroe
was murdered because of ber
relationship with the Kennedys, it's alluded to, then
quickly shuttled aside.

Despite its moving intent,
what
"Remembering
Marilyn" lacks is objectivity.
You cao't belp but be dazzled
by the star, but you never
come to know the woman
behind the smile. This is
basically a video love letter and that's oot such a terrible
thing on balance. (Release
date Feb, 15.)
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Anniversary!
Everything in the store not
already on sale is 12% off!

Help us Celebrate!

A [,cs'aura,,' for All Rca,,,;,,s
Presents

"Wednesday Girls
Night Out"

r-------------------,

FREE Buffet

514 s. Illinois Ave.
Carbondale
45:t3513

with Cocktails
5-Close Mon.·hi.

M·Th l1am-12pm

l.brgaritll5 & Cororl<l5 $ 1.50

Draft Beer

75~

D2S I'. \1.1in . C.1rI:HlI1(l.lie
,
529·S()51
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Mime artist Marceau speaks
broken English, still active
Frenchman teaches at his Mimodrama School in Paris
Scripps Howard News Service

A telephone interview with
Marcel Marceau.
The concept struck people as
funny. Nearly everybody has
seen mime Marcel Marceau.
Hardly anyone has heard him
speak.

When Marceau's voice
finally came on the line, it
sounded thin and piping. He
and I did not get off to an
auspicious start. I asked him
about Mr. Bip. He clearly
misunderstood me, replying
that he had been touring for
more than 30 years and hadn't
been in Denver for six years.
He didn't exactly say
"Allo,"i:>ut the dialogue was
shaded by the fact that his
English is fractured and my
French is oon-existeot.
"My public is accustomed to
some of the pieces, but I have
oew creations," said. "I have
beeo faithful to the adventures
of Mr. Bip. There are three
oew adventures - 'The Eater
of Hearts,' 'The Fable of the
Samurai' and 'The Angel. '"
"We eat each other's hearts.
Not to takb it literally, of
course. Also, I will give again
'The Creation of the World'
and 'The M'lSkmaker.' I will
do Bip as a skate-air. He is the
Don Quixote fighting with the
windmills of life. He is bittersweet, between laughter
and tears. Bip plays David and
Goliath. Groucho Marx said to
me, 'Never leave out David

aod Golia th,' so I never do.
"Then 1 do 'Bip Remembers,' an odyssey of our time.
It is a ballad of my life but it is
also your life. It is light and
shadow; sadness and happiness. Remembering my life,
I remember your life, too."
Marceau said he is "one
metre, 75" in height and
weighs 135 pounds. He does oot
tell his age.
"Timeless, my dear," he
said. (The New York Times
Almanac gives his birthdate as
1923.)

"I've never seen a
man 60 years old who
can do two and onehalf hour shows."
-Marcel Marceau

"I keep the same body," he
said. "I doo't stuff my body
with fast foods. I don't smoke.
I don't drink. I teach at my
Marcel Marceau Mimodrama
School in Paris." (About that
word "mimodrama." If that is
not the name of his school, I
apologize. It is what Marceau
and I agreed on after much
debate about how it was
spelled and whether it was ooe
or two wards.>
"I've never seen a man 60
years old who can do two and
one-half hour shows," he said.

"Athletically, 1 am better than
20 years ago. I have very good
metabolism and p;ood
heritage." He will go on doing
his mime, he said, "unless I
die in a pia ne ct":1sh."
His recipe for longevity?
"One must have good food,
exercise &r.d an intense
spiritual life, voila. I am
graced with a big family 3,000 people every night."
Marceau has new audiences
for each tour. "The ~t"ents tell
weir children. 'You have to see
Marcel Marceau.' I would
engage them to see a new form
of art."
Everybody imitates him, he
said, but that is not his fault.
"Bad imitators will harm
rou," he said. "When I arrived
m America. I was a completely
new art form. It came from
Greeks and Romans and
commedia dell'arte and
Pierrot and silent movies. Now
:~~':r~ r:!..~~ white face

I

must have been snapped after
Bundy's body left state
custody,
immediately
following the execution.
"It did not happen when it
was on our time," Martinez
The pictures appeared said.
Monday in World Weekly
The two-page photo spread
News, a supermarket tabloid features a full-page picture of
published by GP Group Ioc., Bundy's body from the neck
which also publishes The up, showing marks the tabloid
National En!)uirer. The describes as "electrode
publication's editors said the burns" and stitch marks
"historic" pictures could help where the skull was opened
d<eter crimes such as Bundy's.
and then sewn back together
BUfidy was executed for the during the autopsy.
slaying of a 12-year-old Florida
Butterworth said no serious
girl and was also convicted of newspaper would publish such
the bloody bludgeon murders pictures.
of two sorority sisters at
"I gul!bS many people did not
Florida State University. He 8::t
they way they would act
was a suspect in as many as ordinarily.
Maybe Ted
three dozen murders in four Bundy's notoriety is the reason
Western states.
wt.at occurred occurred." he
Martinez said the photos said.

decisions)," he said.
"That's something 1 believe
the media and others will have
to deal with, about that kind of
behavior when it comes to the
commericalization of crime. ,.

Legislator proposes 'Tutti· FruHi'
be Georgia state rock 'n' roll song
ATLANTA

<UPH

-

A

~~g:::,~ ,~~t:}~tti~it~:

state's official rock 'n' roll
song was introduced in the
Georgia Legisla ture Tuesday.
Rep. Billy Randall, DMacon, introduced the
measure, saying it was intended to give some overdue
recognition to "Little
Richard" Penniman, a Macon
native whose style was copied
by manl of the rock stars of
the early 11;1305, including the
Beatles.
"Quite frankly. r don·t Ihlllk

Little Richar j has ever gotten
the acclaim or the notoriety for
his contrioution to rock '0'
roll," Randall said. "I don't
think anybody made the
contribution of Little
Richard."
In the days when a blac:k
singer was awarded little
recognition, white singers
recorded their own hit versions
of Little Richard's songs.
"Tutti Frutti," LitCe
Richard's first big hit, reached
No.2 on the rythym and blues
chart in 1955 and iater
achieved cla~sjc status as a

(J)
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Bip is a real character to
Marceau. who has picked up a
few Americanisms during his
travels. "Bip was 7 when I first
came to America. He is 42 now.
1 invented him in 1947. Do you
get the picture?
"America L a place which I
love," he said. "It has become
a second country to me. All
over the world - in China,
Japan, America, Europe people laugh and cry for the
same reasons."

Post-execution photos of Bundy
published, officials: 'in bad taste'
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (UPl)
Florida officials said
Tuesday the publication of
graphiC post-execution
photographs of serial killer
Ted Bundy's corpse was
"sick" and amounted to "the
commericalization of crime."
"I would find that to be sick.
Obviously, using those pictures, even with a case like
Ted Bundy, appears to be in
bad taste, " said Attorney
General Bob Butterworth.
"I guess there are
publications in our country
that deal in that kind of trade,"
said Gov. Bob Martinez, who
signed the dea th warrant
under which Bundy was
executed Jan. 24.
But he said nothing could be
done to stop publication.
"I'm not sure under freedom
of the press that you can have
any impact (on such eUitorial

U

rock standard. Among its
lyrics is the memorable: "Wop
bop a 100 bop a wop bam
boom."
Little Richa::-d, 53, now lives
in California. His career has
run the gamut from rock'n'roll
to sacred music, and he
recently has acted on
television and in movies.
Georgia already has a state
song - "Georgia On My
Mind" by Ray Charles.
Randall said no other has a
state rock 'n' roll song,
although Oregon last year
considered making "Louie,
LOUIe'· the state rock song
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MACINTOSH

ACCESSO~IES

~~r!~~S6 Pro9(om~.
2·17·89

GQ'"les,'

C'CAlf 4 DORM. No leo>e. pe... or
wolerbecl •. $600. zone RI. 80' S.
Ookloncl. A57 ·5438.

Miscellaneous

1587A1101

2'13-89

21218h97

CARBONDALE
ENGLAIID
HEIGHTS 2 bdrm S2J5 mo. 3
bdrm in town NW S375 mo., .4
bcInn 2 bloc'" from
S115
p~r mo . .457·7337. after 5 p'"n

co"""'.

457·8220
2·13-89
21538h97
ONE BED~OOM HOUSE newly
rem:><leled C'doIe Iocolion clo... 10
SIU. $200 per/mo. SI6() "",unly.
457·5566.
2·14·89

2AAAI\b9B

NEAT 2 DORM ranch ";Ih corpor!

caf~led. oc, 1/4: mile: north of
C'dole. 5330 mo 549-2092 01.....

~.89

lo238h 100

FOR RENT 2 or J bdrm ranch.
Fumi.hed. 5375. \eo", and depo.il

~"luTe; :'1241 ~A~~A(,dole
2·21·89

18121\b1OJ
COM~Lfltl"

NICE HOUSES.

fumi!lhed. West. d~H) ~D1ion for

~:::ek.rI~!SJ ;:., ~~~

t:,,,!~M~1~n549n~5~;"

2- ! 0·89
16101\b96
COZY 2 BORM. Home. perled lor
couple.
pleasanf
NW

neighborhood. low .,. Iroffic. Ig.

~,r~,,:. t~~;7j2A5 per

2-24-89
22368hl06
2 DORMS. CLEAN Raoch flOu ...

m~ ,:nl~~~7~;r.·~lg2:~
Michael..

2·10·89
IS958h96
COUNTRV lNNG TWO mi. Eo" 01

C'doIe. Small one room cobin lum.•
available now. S 10() me Waler
and Ir"'" indo 529·3581
2·13-89
1632Bh97
3 BDRM HOUSE. Summer 1330.
Foil $390, cio.. 10 Stu ond lilinoi.
A... 529·1539.

il~~M

HOUSE.

~:~~!~~

~!::!r.'1200~i;'"

~~~OR~YS80l0 fOJ~?tWt:r~
2 BEDROOM

TOWNHOUS~.

;:'d~' !7~d:~~I~:::I~=::;

energy .lIicient $470. ""oilabl.
.-- and May. (hri. ~57·8'94.
529·:!)13.
2·22-89

COOl. VAUfY BOARDING kennok.
36 run,·~2.00·$3 00 per
~w{.8ds~ DuQuoin. Il. 6283 .

dar

2· 28-89

1547Bb 10~.

bedroom hou.e; I bedroom

.

t;::.::
~~.;.l:
Bpm.

,citfNT CAR8ON~~1~!

lurn. hou .... $250 ...,. pIv. uti!.
Cal 549·3008.
2·15-89
17998b99
AVAIL NCNI. j bdrm. hOU>e. AI
~Iing Ion. wood bu,""r.

529'1218~mo~' ~5.

2·13-89

1802!iR7

Countryault
ClrcI.
SU.... , ...
-Energy Efficient
Uving

-LaundryIPool

1486Ap 108

Renting For
Fall
extra nlr,e
House &. Apts.

Cose to Campus
549-4808

-Minutes From
Campus
-walt to UrWarsity
Man
-Eft. 1,2, &3 SIR
Fur. &Unfur.
·NowLea.....

529'-"
529-4511

APARTMENTS
SIU approved for
sophomores and up

1195 E. Walnut
8:30-5 M-F

Office At:
501 E. College

l.arge 1 Bedroom!
Efficiency Aparbnents
& Mobile Homes
Clean, .
well maintained.
furnished aparbnents.

4574422

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER & FAll 89·90

Malibu Village

Fea'urinl Effleenei.... 2 & ~bd
Split ' ..vel apt,
WIth. Swimming pool

Now Renting

Air (ondit,oning

Wall 10 wall carpet
Fullv Furmshed
Cable TV "",vice
Ma intenen(~ service
Charcoal grills

AND YET
VERY ClOSE TO CAMruS
for information >R>P by

The Quads
1207S.WaU
4S::t4123

for Summer &.. Fall
large Townhouse Aprs.,
now offering summer discounts.
Hwy 51 South Mobile Homes
12 &. 14 wide. with 2 & 3 bedrooms.
locked mailboxes. next tG laundromat.
9 or 12 month least:. Cable Available.

SHOW APARTMENTS
Mon .• Wed .• Fri.
1-~pm

Sar.,11.2pm

CGII:
Debbie

529-4301

More For Your Rent Dollar
Carbondale Mobile Homes
Lot~Available

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a month

o'""w...n" 'h" 'o" me" '"'s" "'-~.J' I GH.~.~~ots
lOT FOR ReNT. 12 • 55 sma"'.
2 seDROOM CAMPU< On••• all I S50 a mo .• $Quth wood, Pork.
li
...

"'-I...
·•· ........

Gi<ADUATE
POSITIONS
I

()I'

:!"~~:'c:~;:;;e;rr7;~=s;~r

529·1539.
5·1089

""a~~ now and May Chn. 4,,'

:.....:.j.

.....]

'1ILsu:::'s'u:'

,h. 011;« 01

Duplexes

SPENO A. YR O~ 0 Nonny. EnJOY
N.... YcA. philo .. the beOch Poy
off ba" wve r.aooey_ Room and.

i

ADOPTION
FINANCIALLY
SECURE. Child. I... couple wi.h

'0

~~~~~h~n!:Cn:ril;l~~17~:;j~~1
:,::: ~!7!~t:'~~,::~~e~:~~y I ."""n,
•• pou! Call collect 618·
Plocemenl. 30 I N. HOI',i, St. No
46<'-8450 Tom and Jaclcie.
2309fb96
416. Prir"elon. NJ ass40; (6091 I 2· i 0·89

Recreation,
and
Outdoor
Programming. Aflplicalion dendline
iI~ March I. Quolification,;
BocheIon Dogree in a relaled lield
and admiuion inlo graduate
..,hoof. Mu.. have a cUII'enl ACT
~nancial _
"" h'1e. Com.ct
1. Michael Dunn.
o/I,ce 01
Intramural-Recreational Sports..
SlUC. 536·553 1.
2·8-89
2~S1C9.4
STU[:fNT
WORKER·
RECEPTIONIS.· TyPi., •. Federal
Wotl. ~ Morn.ng bIocI.. Phone
~3't.h~ dvca'ionol Poychology

497·1195.
21995'6
2·10-89
THE HANDY MAN General home

~7:~~:u P~~~roS!:~~$9,MDi~~tred

!701BhI53

~~~ 1 ••~.·:'·h:·A~_
':_·: E_·: ·~N:_~I·~c:.~e7;'b:1o:·d :·rm:sru: ·. :r· ,_,:. :I'·:

l.r:.q

ASSISTA .... T

in

Inlramur6l-R.eCffHlf;onal Sports.
~..al pow'io", opeolor 1989·90
in the areas. of Fo(.i:ity Mg1 ,

Di_.

~~ho~n~~~~u:rr:;

woci. ReI...-enceo . .457·7026.
3·7·89
1810E113

TAKING RIDERS TO H U and or U

all and bock "".... weekend. 217·

.'

• WANTED ~,.

,

356·9197
2·9-89

2372)95

2·10-89
1693C96
OVERSEAS as. 5900· 2000 .nO.
Summer. yr. ,ound• .,.1 courJ. i... oK
~eId.. Free inlo. Write UC. P.O. 8ax
52. c.-na Dol Ma. CA 92625.

~lkVoR Of NURSI~1~tr.::

p'oulion requiring Q Boch.lon
iIogreo and .4 )'B. upeajenat or a
Mo,ten deg,.e and 2 yr •.
.,.,..n.nc..~mu.. bein
a communily health age~

SAlUKI H~.U NEAR camp ..

==.~ ~~Ih·Heohh
DopI .• p.o. Bo. 307. Mu~.
M~66 J~H~ f~.,Yq!~1

new .acCJncie:s. for men and
_men.
529·3":'3. 5291620.

01 529·~217.

~ _ _ 15B3Bf98
INN MO~EL(I~y

KING'S

~nity~yer.

Sun,ell. 825 E. Mai". C· :!ale.
while they last.

f~

W.5i'it

1696C94

1806B1~13

3-7-89

MINI WAREHOUSE STORAGE.
New 6x8'5 and 7x8~, in
Carbondale Induolrial Port. 457·
«70.
3·10-82
'~
HANDYMAN. HAUU: '. PORCH
buitdini' poinling,
and
00i0nabIe role •. CoIl 51"·

surfer.

::;01

I 536EI OJ

2·21-89

1176 E. WALNUT. 5 bdrm . •
people need 1 more. Nexl to
UniverJily Mol. ~170 mo .• 01 ..til.

~~i~~oX?~~~~~::nl

2179!!099
T'o,ler. natural

3·24-89
24S2El20
liE A. STAR 01 Avon. Call colleel.

indo 529·3513.
2·15-89
ROOM IN • 'X70

Cali 5.19·3512.

m;:;.~~~o2f: ~:'710~.

Loi. "t 988·1326. or Nancy at
983·5960. Qr Iocolly Ma,cie 01

't:t.:t- ~a~-;"!-6S98_0<

3·2·89
237.4Ell0
NOTICE, SPl:CIAL VCR cleaning
and alignment 10' $19.95 AI ...

549·~176.

~'TLRENT NEG31~leJi~.
~

~.A9

=~ ·~~12"'·~';:-u;

179g1\g102

MAlE OR FEMALE roommale
.... anted ror furni,hed J bdrPl
hoca.e. Carpeting, maintenanc.e
5 plu, ulil.
5~;'jy,"0:'
1

"5;:

't'./fit:o. 1\ .61!4-62~k8E1OS

m

S 1. SQUEGIES·cleans wlndo'""',.
inside and oUl$ide. Reor.onable
,ales. Col 5.49·8060.

y~8~ sru. ~~m

3·6-89 .
CHILD CARE MY

in hou..... be" JOte 5125. CoM
529·4614 ",457-6193

2105.
2·20-89

1800EI02

~EMO~All

2356BqI03

TYPes. Gla ..

d~;;.:":;=~ ~!:

NEED A NON·SMOKI'R. mo'u,.d
lemole 10 ohono a welilum ho.",.
$120 mo. 1/2 utii. CoII529351 J.
2·10-89
16408996
• ·8OI/M. 3 people noedl .;,.~.
~niq:,., $115 mo.~ 01' urililia.
'nouoed. 529· l51 3.
~~

8238.
2·13·89

TYPING AND WORD

21~7

pn>Ce""'9 .

~" 825 S.•~noiJ

f,ehiail

~ ~.:!~~-:tcr.:~Q~";

...."j,;. coil 529·2722

1O?f97

2·13·89

GETOWN
Now leasing fOr

PREGNANT'/'
can BIRTHRIGHT

Summel'-fall89-90

529-2187
Display..()pen Dally

l'

I 638E112
any oge.

r:ir. ti:d~"~ud.!!i ~~.~29~

UirA
MONTH. ~rr-:~i:~
included. call 549· 2090
~·21-89

hOme.

Place your message in the boxes provided.
Remember punctuation and spaces.

'Trida 'Barnfwust.

The Men of

Carfil 'Beam

ALPHA

Jamie 'Be.ss
'DawnCraitl
'1(dkyCra.is
LoriCunni1lfJ1Uun.
!Micfr.t.£k 'DavUf.ovidt

CoIIun 'Dorich.

Jermiplier Jolinsorr.
Cliristint. !Mastracc1iW
'Donita !Motm
'lCa~n

Osmond

'lCdiy Pearson
!Missy Pense

1(jm Piper

Name ___________________________
Address
Phone
Receipt # _ _ _ _
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Love,
The women

of
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with Love,
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Valentine's Day
Tuesday. February 14

Valentine Messages will appear

Say "I Love You"
with a Smile!

Tuesday, February 14
in the Daily Egyptian

For extra spice. insert one
piece of artwork FREE.

Please charge to my credir card

llirrnJ_LW_LLW

!'fmySofe6t.1JJ

Korol

Hmm

Rerum this form .vim payment
bv February 10, i 2 noon to:

• Subjea to approwl and rrtay be revised ar rejecr.en at arry lime.
• No farei&,>l/anguages

Proudly
Announces
their

Cirulg '£hr.JIimIt
Liz Ellis

!'fmyt.~tiorf

$3.5~

TAO
OMEGA

'Dw.r.na'Dopp

549-2794
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would like to
Congratulate
our Spring t 989
Pledge CI.us

Laura ScIunmm
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o

ArLl

!Mdissa 'lQccarrfi.
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;AF)

The Sisters of

Free Pregnan..y Testing
ConlidentialAssiS1al108

215W. MaIn

- 5:30

21001b107

Deadline:
Cn. ..Iit card expiration date __ .-i__
month/year

~JL
__-J~
v- ____P_l~~~~gl~·v~e~u~~~yo~u~r~e~x~p~'F.~a~tio~n~d_at_e
so we can process your order ______~:::::~::::::::::::_=::::~
• ignature

Friday
February 10
2:00pm
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Course offered in secretarial skills
A short course will be offered ~or secretaries who
desire to enhance their
managerial skills beginning at
7 p.m. Feb. 21 in Wham 301B.
Deadline to register for the
class is Feb. 17.
A fee of $25 is required for
registatbn.
The class will meet Feb. 21,
28 and March 7 to cover office
relations, motivation, goal-

Program talk
to be given
by network
The Statewide LiLrary Information for Caregivers of
the Disabled network will give
programs at 7 p.m. Feb. 14 at
the Carbondale Clinic and Feb.
16 at Marion Memorial
Hospital

~HP~byR~H~

Handsome work

Todd Thomas, senior In photography, looks over "See,
Saw" by Lynn B.·I!!n.,. The exhibit will be In Gallery 1107
In the Commun'ct1tlona Building until F ..b. 28.

The federally-fundl!d neiwork consist of more than 600
public libraries in lllinois and
five regional centers. Sallie
Logan Public Library is the
regional center in the Carbondale area.
Kathy Baker, outreach
assistant, will explain the
j'.-ogram, which is designed to
answer questions about
disabilities, agencies, medical
and social services and sUJr

setting, priorities
procedures.

and managpment.

and

Marcia Anderson-Yates,
faculty member in the
department of vocational
education studies at SIU-C,
will be part of the faculty at the
clas.'il. Sh~ is the author of
numerous articles, contributed
to CIli'Tent t.~xthooks, and
presented conferences and
workshops
on
word
processing, office productivity

Brenda Erickson, also a
faculty member in the
department of vocational
education studies, also is a
faculty member for the class.
She has cunducted workshops
in records management and
office updates and has private
consultantship experience.
F"I' additional information
call (61B) 536-7751.

Barbiturates and methaqualone drugs can quickly produce acldicion
which is more dangerous than heroin. This statement is:

ill true

bl false

Wee
.
® Nati0nc4W1leai~
\;

~

-'::";~al

hNtlrenes..c;

Mandri~

true. Barbiturate or rne!haqualone CMequ;n,
Quaaludes, etcJ withdrawal shc.uld never be attempled without medicai
aid, preferably in a hospital. Among possible withdrawal comp'ications
are: severe cramps, hallucinations, seizurer., psychotiC S1~t<·s. kidney
failure. even death. So it's extremely important that an addic get some
kind of medical advice or supervision before attempting detoxification
fr'~m a
habit.
Health

portgrou~.

Mayors calling on drug czar
to target cities in drug war
strategy report on drugs, U.~. borders. At the same
WASHINGTON (SHNS) William Bennett, the incoming endorsed no specific proposals time, he said, the United States
national drug czar, got a I(\t of but was applauded for shou.!d cut off aid to any
ideas for fighting the probJem promising to listen to foreign country that continues
to export drugs.
Tuesday, ranging from suggestions.
"I yromise you it (the
mandatory service for college
Mayors and police Tuesday
students to more jobs for poor strategy report) will be also called for:
straight," he said. "I will call
kids.
.A higher priority for drugMayor Theodore Mann of this as I see it. There will be no abuse ~I!cation at all levels in
Newton, Mass., had the politics in the report."
the public education system.
Washington, D.C., police
suggestion on college students
.Expanded inner-city
and presented it to Bennett on chief Maurice Turner had the summer job .,rograms, parthe closing day of the United most radical proposal: Using ticularly for young teen-agers,
States Conference of Mayors' harmless chemical injections to keep them ~way from drugs
second annual conference on to block the euphoria mduced - including targeting gang
by illegal drugs.
crime and drugs.
members for job trainiLg.
Turner said a group of
What would be wrong, Mann
.Banning semi-automatic
asked, with requirhg a college private medical doctors assault weapons and enacting
curriculum that forced college assured him the "high" ex- a national seven-day waiting
students to devote 100 hours perienced by drug users can be day period for handgUn pureach year to help American effectively turned off by a chases.
chemical injection.
teen-agers get off drugs?
.New laws that would increase the penalties for crimes
Or what about U.S. colleges
Mayor James Perron of committed
ac'opting
drug-afflicted Elkhart,
with a gun or other
encouraged
fleighborhoods
for Bennett toInd.,
consider greater firearm.
rehabiliation?
And would it be too radical involvement oj ..,ilitary units Scripps Howard News Servl;e
for retired college teachers to to stop drugs from crossing
join togeHler to help educate
American youth agawt the
evils of drugs?
The Il'.ayors, joined by police
chiefs, said the drug problem
is getr,g worse and urged
Bennett to target their cities
with greater federal aid ar.d
innova tive ideas.
Mayor Wilson Goode of
PhiIao'<!lphia suggested a
concept used in his city in
which entire neighborhoods
afflicted by w-ug abuse are
adopted fur attenUon by other
neighborhoods .
Bennett took notes :IS Goode
mentioned that Philadelphia
has even named its (own drug
czar to help coorc'inate a
citywide war on drug~,.
~
8 J/2 x I J and 8 1/2 x 14 plam whIle paper
~
Some ciiy ieaden - from
metropolitan areas tt) small.
5 Self-Sene Copiers lets you gel in and get out
...
middle-AmerIcan lC'wns fast. WIIh all the money you'll save ou could
s~id they are close to losing
control a~ drug abuse :10
buy a lot of . .....
\,',) coupon necc'-.sary.
crug-related vlOlence np t.heir
~.
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THIS "'lEEK'S SPECIAL
2/6 - 2110
"Cakes &. Sausage"

2 Pancakes
&

2 Sausage Patties

$1.35

<§l$$ip
Breakfast served from7am to ]O:30am
Lunch]] am - 1 :30 pm.
We're open
.i\ 'ollday throLigh Friday

7am to 1:30pm

.Comics
Doonesbury
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By Garry Trudeau
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STAFF, from Page 2 8 - "If you are within range (of
Chicago) you have to do some
recruiting there because of the
large population base," Smith
said. "I would not say that is
the main focus here. We should
stay within the same areas
recruited traditionally by
SIU."
Of the recruits currentlr
verbally committed to SIU-C,
Smith said about 60 percent
were from Illinois and 40
percent were out of state.
"You would like to have the
ability to have as many as
possible within the state of
Illinois, but that won't happel'
every year," Smith said. "We
should be able to recruit the
fMN:~
of our team from

,?ill

If all

1l recruits from
Chicago Sig!l WIth the Salukis,
Smith will okk up at least
three quarteroacks, lifting the
Salukis total to aearly ten.
"It doesn't take too many
drills to show which players
have the most talent, no

::J~~'Ir~~o:~~:~~

problem for some of those kids

~i~ ~:i=nlo~:'=h~~(\fii

the system."
Smith said some current
players have stopped. in to talk
with him and his assistants.
Overall, Smith said he knows
little
about
SIU-C's
capabilities on the field.
"The onl.1'. thing I know is we

COACH, from Page 2 8 - - -

have a good, sound fundamental base," Smith said.
last two seasons at North
"If there is any weakness or
Dakota Etate. Last season,
thing we are lacking it is
Olson
was named NCAA
overall team speed. It has been
Division II Coach of the Year
reported to me that there is a
as
her
team -.vent 43-3 and
lot of off-season togetherness
took third. In 1987, North
right now."
Dakota State was 44-8 and
Junior center Bob Grammer
fifth.
said the transiticn between
While Olson said she does
Smith and Rhoades is going
not adhere to a particular
smoother than the one between
philosophy, sbe does inRhoades and Ray Don.
corpora te the coaching
"It was more difficult the
styles of many people.
first time than this time,"
"I've played or worked for
Grammer sail!. "We have got
a lot of different types of
good senior leadership and
coaches," Olson said. "I've
everyone has stuck together.
seen the extremes. They
We knew what the process
Here either laid-bat'k or
would be, ~nd the coaches
intense; stressed funaren't the ones wbo make a
damentals
or
were
difference. It is the playa-s
philosophical. I've taied to
who win games."
take the strengths oi each
Grammer said the team met
because they've all been
once with Smith and things
successful for different
went well.
reasons."
"We got along with him and
An all-Gateway Conwere happy with what he had
ference selection at Illinois
to say," Grammer said.
State, Olson played undt:r
Freshman quarterback
Linda Herman, now ISU's
Scott Gabbert said he is less
Associate AD, and Sandy
worried about the staff than
Lynn, current head coach at
his own physical condition.
Tennessee, from 1981 to 1984.
"I have got more important
Olson wa!! an assistant
things to concer>trate en like
under L,;:"'D in 1985, spent
getting rid of my weakn~,"
two seasons as an assistant
Gabbert said. "The staff
coming in is going to do the
job. Players and coaches just
relate to each other. We're all
out there to do one job and that
is win games."
credible," team member Rob
Kilbury said. "We played
against a team in St.Louis that
had a 0-8 center. He was unstoppable."
Head of the class
One of the wheelchair teams'
brigh1a.t moments came at
SIU-C's Freddie McSwain the halftime of th~ St.Louis
is not the only underclassman Billiken-Eastern Illinois game
making an impact in the MVC. at Kiel Auditorium in St.Louis.
Of the top 20 scorers in the For a few minutes 5,000 fans
league, 13 are non-seniors. got the opportunity to see the
Juniors McSwain, Jarrod
Coleman of Illinois State, Dion
Thurman and Luke Jackson of
Bradley and sophomore Bob
Harstad of Crieghton all are
ranked among the top 10.

Bradley's Anthony Manuel
is doing his best to fill the shoes
left vacant by graduated AllAmerican Hersey Hawkins.
The senior guard has scored
over 30 points in tlu:ee staright
games, including 31 in an 88-87
Joss to the Salukis, 31 in an 856Il1oss to Creighton and 36 in a
93-8210li's to Wichita S'a teo
Manuel has a chance to
become one of the few players
in NCAA history to leati the
conference in both scoring and
assists, a feat accomplished
just three times before.
Manuel's current leagueleading averages are 23.1
points per game and 8.4 assists
per game.

munity. Southern's program
is in such a supportive environment."
The fast pace required in
the be&::-t of Los Angeles
necessitated :, change, Erbe
said. CP.' nundale offers a
slower lifestyle, but Erbe
said be would "n3t allow a
drop in the level of excellence for the program."
Erbe, who in addition to
heading the women's
program at Southern Cal,
was an assistant for the 1978
men's team that was second
in the NCAA. He has extensive international experience, including positions
with the USA national team
at the 1974 World Volleyball
Cbampionships and 1971!
OlympiC team. ae coached
the Worlo University
Games' team in 1981.
Erbe received his
bachelor's degree in 1972
from California State at
Fullerton after attendim!
Ripon College, Kansas, and
serving a four-year stint ~ a
hospital corpsman in the
U.S. Navy.

BEAT, from Page 2 8 - - - - - - - -

RACE, from Page 28M-- Battling Brave

for the Sports Performers
junior team, and served one
year as an assistant at
Central Michigan.
"I believe in fundamentals," Olson said. "I
stress defense. A good
defense is the difference
between average and good
teams. I think I have an
offensive system that would
add excitement, but you
need to have a defense to be
successful.' ,
Creating an atmos~here
conducive to forming
positive attitudes in t~e
athletes is an Olson priority.
"In aU>lef;:s, you try to
make it possible for studentathletes to take a direction in
life. The competition and
teamwork makes them
stronger people."
Erbe, 44, has coached four
national champions in his 12
seasons at Southern
California, a position he
resigned two weeks ago.
"I want to go back to the
Midwest," Erbe said. "I
would like to come to a
smaller community, where
the University setting is
enmeshed with the com-

Saluki wheelchair team
display their talent in a
sCrimmage.
"That was a lot of fun,"
Kilbury said. "It was great to
have that many peoPle see us
play atone time:
The team has a 1-8 record so
far this season, but they have
played some stiff competition.
Their latest foe, Evansville,
Ind., downed the Rolling

Salukis 39-24 and 35-29. The
Salukis were led by Dennis
Layton who had 12 points in the
first game and by Dexter
Rbeume who had 15 points in
the second game.
While interviewing Rbeume,
he interrupted, "Is that
enough? I want to get back out
there and play."
All they want to do is play.

III addition, 10 of the top 12
rebounders
are
underclassmen. Harstad leads
the league with 9.9 per game,
which is also second best
among sophomores in the
country.
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Libra 11
will dress
you.
for success
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FHIDAY, FEBRUARY 10
EXHIBITION ollntCt,national Artifacts
10:00 am ? 00 r.m
Sludenl Cen1er imernahonal LounlJP
SATURDAY. feBRUARY 11
RECEPTION
6·00 p.m 7:00 p m
Student Center Gallery Lounge
INTERNATIONAL FASHION SHOW
7.00 P m 9.00 p.m
Sludent Cenler Ballrooms r. S 0

Inle'national Bullet· ickets
Avallabl~ allhe SluOenl Center Cen!r al T'eke!
ONlce and at.he door For more In10rmal.an call
453-3493

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 12

Advance Tickel Sa"'.
$7 00 lor Siuden!s and

EXHIBITION 01 International Artllacts
1000 a.m .. 200 pm
Sludeni Center Ballrooms A &8
INTERNA nONAl BUFFET
1045 a.m ·2 :00 p.m
RenalssarlQ: Room
INTERNA nONAl CUl TURAl SrlOW
3 00 pm. 5 00 p.m
Student Center Ballrooms C & 0
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Sentor C.lllens
$8 00 lor Gener al PubliC
Tickel Sales al the Door
$8 00 lor S!udenlS and
Senor C :Ize IS
$9.00 lor Grneral PublIC
Co-sponsored by the
International Student Council,
Ihe Oflice ollnte,national
Programs and Services, and
the Student Cenler

Illinois coach claims
team has lost rhythm
CHAMPAIGN, IU. (UPI) Seventh-ranked Illinois, on a
downward slide since hitting
No.1 two weeks ago, is not
playing with the same rhythm
the team displayed earlier in
the season, Coach Lou Henson
said Tuesday.
Illinois, 18-3 overall and 5-3
in the Big 10, has lost three of
its last four games. This week,
the IUini host No. 16 Ohio State
Thursday and Northwestern
Saturday.
"We really haven't played
that well in the past 2%
weeks," Henson said. "We had
chances to win at the end of
some games but we just didn't
get the job done. What we have
to do is go out and play with the
kind of rhythm we had
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before."
Before is when Illinois was
No. I, undefeated at 18~ and
not racked with 11juries.
First there was a bizarre
injury to reserve guard Andy
Kauimann. The freshman will
miss the rest of the season with
a blood clot in his armpit. Then
the biggest blow of all: guard
Kendall Gill broke his foot
near the end of regulation time
in Illinois double cvertime win
again!it Georgia Tech in
January. Gill could miss the
rest of the season.
Lately, forward Nick Anderson has been hobbled by a
sore toe. Anderson has been
playing, but not practicing.
That could change this week
against the Buckeyes and the
Wildcats, said Henson.
"It's been a major problem
wi!h him," the coach said. "If
he can't practice this week, we
won't play him this week.
"But we must not get hung
up 011 the injuries. We have to
keep going. Our guys feel
pretty good. I think they feel if
we go out and do the things we
can do, we can beat any team
in the league on any given
night."
Anderson and the re£~ of the
Illini find themselves heading
into a week in which it will be
difficult to get well.

Police say tennis star Borg
apparently tried to kill self
MILAN, Italy (uP!) Retired Swedish tennis great
Bjorn Borg was treated at a
hospital Tuesday after
taking an overdose of barbiturates in what police said
was an appdrent suicide
a ttempt. Friends of Borg
denied he tried to kill himself.
Borg, 32, had his stomach
pumped in the emergency
room of the Polyclinic
Hospital and went home less
!han four hours later with his
fiancee, Italian pop singer
Loredana Berte. Doctors
refused to discuss the case.
Borg, a five-time Wimbledon champion now
retired from professional

tennis, was staying in Milan
with Berte. She called the
Red Cross for an ambulance
at about 9 a.m. Neighbors
said Borg appeared drowsy
as he was carried out on a
stretcher.
Police said it appeared
Borg swallOWed barbiturates to commit suicide,
and hospital sources told the
Italian news agency ANSA
he had taken 60 seda tives.
"I can definitely deny it
was a suicide attempt,"
Borg's personal adviser,
Ingmar Alvedal, told
.3wedish Ra-iio in Stockholm
after talking to Borg on the
phone.

"Borg felt ill after a dinner
at a restaurant and took
about three pills to help him
fall asleep," he said. "Later
during the night he felt even
worse and went to the
hospItal where doctors
decided to pump his
stomach."
Alvedal said Borg
probably had some wine at
the restaurant. but doubted
the mix of i!lcohol and pills
caused the stomach
problems.
"Borg never drinks much
alcohol." Alvedal said. "And
he rarely takes sleeping
pills, only sometimes when
he has a jet lag."
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Free Pizza

.

• FREE Small Chee~e P,U .... oN. n orde.
LG. 2 Ingredient Pizza

"The Best Around"

Limit 1 per

ord~r

Pick-Up or Delivery

Grand Ave. Moll 549-7811 Carbondale

1/2 Price Drink Specials

8-Midnight
Free Pool & Foosball 6 pm -9pm
with Pitcher J-'urchase

A.

~

519 S.ILLINOIS FOOSBALL

Valentines
That Say It
Your Way!

1--------------1
$1
$1
I · ~h~:;:::
I ·
I
I

of

• IIlU1hed Potato.s
& Gravy
1 Biac:uit

Plaza Gifts & Office Supplies
600 E. Walnut St.
Carbondale.lL.
Mon-Sat 9am - 8pm

99 I · ~::;:::
I

of

99 I
I
I
1)0~
1989~Jd"!r\~ I

• lI. .hed Potatoes
& Gravy
• 1 Biacuit

Comb1naUon ord.... Dilly. Limit four per
coupoll.OfterCoo4atlCPC
locatioaul1.Hed 1a. a4-
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Transfer Jerry Jones proving his worth to Salukis
Rebounding and point production rise since Dec. 22 start
By David Gallianettl
StaHWrtler

practice, but when he came
back he started in front of
me," Jones said. 'That is not
reaHy the reason 1 left. I
wanted to get closer to home,
and wa" ready to use any little
thing to get me here."
Jones said the staff at UTEP
helped him transfer to SIU-C,
and for awhile questioned the
logic of becoming a 5aluki.
"I kind of gambled," Jones
said. "I wanted to try a nd get a
p-ood Division I school close to
home. They said maybe I
should try somewhere else,
because of all the new players
coming in here."
At first, Jones admits the
transition was not an easy one.
"When I first came ir- I don't
think a lot liked me right
away," Jones said. "At the
beginning of the year, I figured
(coach Rich Herrin) would
have his players picked,
especially With Freddie
(McSwaiIll and Tony <Harve~:) here. when you recruit
players you tend to be more
attached to them.
"It is like I am just a
freshman now. This ls the
freshman year I should have
had."
The SalukIs big man played
one semester at UTEP,
returned home for one year,
then went back before transferring.
Jones said the role he plays
in the Salukis' offensive
structure is a big adjusbnent
fromUTEP.
"At UTEP, I was a small
forward, and now I am a
center sticking with guys like
(Evansville's 6-9 center Dan)
GOOfread," Jones said "I'm
just not used to sticking with
people around 6-10. When

What is scary for the
Missouri VaHey is that Saluki
forwa.-d Jerry Jones is
averaging 15.2 points and 12.5
rebounds in the last four
games.
What is scary for the Salukis
is the 6-foot~ junior transfer is
looking to improve.
"I think I can do better,"
said Jones, who plaYed his first
game as a Saluki Dec. 22 at
Southwest Missouri. "I ne€d to

"I kind of gambled. I
wanted to try and get
d good DiviSion I
s(';/lool close to home.
When I first came in I
don't think a lot like
me right away."
-Jerry Jones

work on my. defense for
defending the post
"The rebounding I have not
lost since bigh school. I guess
it's like dunking the ball, you
justaon'tforgethow."
Jones arrived to SIU-C after
a stint at Texas-EI Paso, a
school that put him just a little
further from home than he
would have liked.
"I played a lot there, and
started ml sophomore year
after one 0 the seniors got into
trouble," said Jones, a
graduate of Hillcrest High
School in Country Club Hills.
"I worked hard everyday in
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you're as tall as Godfread and
have a hook shot, there is no
way to block guys that do that.
"With people like (Bradley's
Luke) Jackson and those guys,
I can play with them. But when
you get up to the taller guys,
they can see right over my
bead. In rebounding I try to get
in position alid beat them to a
spot."
Scoring wise, Jones said he
is adjusting to getting the ball
from the Salukis' trio 0;
guards, McSwain, Sterling

"When I play in a
physical game I tend
to get more
aggressive. When!
get mad, I play better
and get more
rebounds."
-Jerry Jones

Mahan and Kai Nurnberger.
"We are iust getting the
hang of that,,1 Jones !iBid: "We
don't really have a point
guard, it's like we have two off
guards. I can read my' man
pretty well when I post up."
The 230-pound transfer, who
has physically dominated
several opponents under the
basket, said a physical game is
an asset to his play.
"When I play in a phYSical
game, I tend to get more
aggressive," Jones said.
"Wben I get mad, I play better
and get more rebounds."
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Staff Photo by Steve Merritt

UTEP transfer Jerry Jones shoots over Bradley'. Luke Jackson
and Xanthus Houston In SIU-C's 88-87 win oyer the Braves. The
Salukls' junior Is averaging 12.5 rebounds and 15.2 points In
the past four games. Jones came to SIU-C so he would be
closer to home, a Chicago suburb.
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IndiA-bit.i (Caaunbrm in YOBurt)
Finl.u.d-Pulu (Cardamon Coffee c.kr 81
Groa.e-C ....k a......, .Dd Spina<:h 50lbd
No""ov-Ufw (Fried P....... loud)
~lgium:-lIdsiiUI Eadin wilh Cuny.Nul O ......ing DESSERTS
.
'.
Engl... d-Black r-ores/ Trifle
EI':'TREES
Chln..a-8tUbcqu~ Rib, (Chtn~ s~le)
ArzeDtina-Tert. de P-.. (Raisin ukC')
rr.~a!--Coq Au VUt (.Cbicken lit Wlne)
Czechoslov.1ki4t-Honey Wder Cake
SpoIm-C.tmb • • 1 Alilio (Carlj, S"rimp) .
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Scott sets goal of second in Gateway standings
toiir.J.ament."
Only two teams have gone
through the Gateway conference season undefeated the 1986 and 1987 Salukis - but
Illinois State appears on track

By Troy Taylor
StaffWriler

With the Illinois State
women's basketball team
running through the Gateway
Conference regular season
undefeated, the race for the
remaining three spots in the
post'ieason tournan;ent ".as
t;gh..ened.
"Every Gateway garr:e from
here on out is important to us,"
Salllki coach Cindy Scott said.
"OU:' goal is to finish second
and get a home game for the
(first round of the) conference

toduplica~thefeat.

"Illinois State at this stage is
untouchable," Scott said.
The Redbirds, who are 14-5
overall and 10-0 in the
Gateway, beat Indiana State
86-65 in Terre Haute last week
Rnd play host to Northern Iowa
and Drake this weekend.
The Salukis and Redbirds
will wrap up the Gateway

"Every Gateway game
from here on out is
important to us. "
-Cindy Scott

schedule March 3 at the Arena.
Meanwhile, SIU-C (10-9,8-3)
and Drake (12-7, 8-3) are tied
for second. Eastern lllinois
(1]-9,6-5) and Bradley (12-8,65) are tied for fourth. Indiana
State (13-6,5-5) is sixth.

Softball pitching coach says
staff may be league's best
By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

,
f

Softball pitching coach
Gary Buckles is eyeing the
Gateway CorJerence title
much the same way a
riverboat gambler looks at a
high stakes jackpot.
With four aces up his
sleeve, ...er on his pitching
staff, Buckles has good
reason to bet all his chips on
a May championship appearance at the conference
[AlStseason tournament in
Cedar Falls, Iowa.
"I'd say right now we have
the strongest pitching staff
in the Gateway. This is the
mClSt optimistic I've been,"
said Buckles, now in his
fourth season as an assistant
to head coach Kay
drechtelsbauer.
Buckles' staff:
Jennifer Brown, A 5-8
junior transfer from John A.
Logan who also played a
season at Milikin University.
She is the most expel ieuced
pitcher and has a durable
arm.

Lisa Robinson, a 5-8
sophomore who went 7-4
from the No.3 spot in the
rotation last season.
Perhaps the hardest thrower
on the team, she completed
nine of her 13 starts.
Dede Darnell, a 5-6
freshman from Carbondale
who had a 0.69 earned run
average her senior year in
high school. Her forte is
pitch selection to set batters
up.
Traci Furlow, a 5-8
sophomore who had a 9-7
record and was twice
Gateway Player of the
Week. She had a team-low
1.10 ERA and four shutouts
- and could be in line for allGateway honors.
"I feel that they are all
very capable of being the
stopper I've been looking
for," Buckles said. "They've
~ll showed so much irr:provement. I attribute that
~
~co:-r,etitive situation
Buckles has noted marked
increases in pitch selection,

~
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3 Been For A Buck

Hanger Hotline 549-1233

consistency and velocity. All
throw in a range of 56 to 60
mph.
Furlow could be the breadwinner of the staff. As a
freshman she was the No.2
pitcher in the conference.
(The top pitcher was another
Buckles' disciple, Illinois
State's Lori Shoemaker, who
played for the Salukis in 1986
under her maiden name Lori
Day and still holds the school
ERA record at 0.69.)
The key to Furlow is her
performance on game day.
"She womes me in practice,
so I just close my eyes. But I
know she'll get the job done
when it's time to play,"
Buckles said.
Buckle; said a deep pi ..ching staff gives him more
leeway during a game.
"Being that we have four
pitchers, I may not be as apt
to go as long with one of
them if they get into trouble.
I won't hesitate to pull them.
But they understand that
because
they
work
beautifully together. ,.

"We probably can't afford
more than one loss the rest of
the way," Scott said.
The Salukis play W£"Stern
Illinois at 5:30 p.m. Thursday
and I:Iradley at 7:35 p.m.
Saturday. Both games are at
the Arena.
The Salukis are 5-3 at home
this season. Average home
a~tendance has been 946,
slightly lower that their draw
on the road, which is 960.
Senior Cathy Kampwerth, a
6-4 center, continues to lead
the Salukis in offense. Her 48.1
shooting percentage is tops

By Trlcia Jordlng

Swimming agai~t the
strongest teams in the nation is
a goal that the Saluki swim
team would like to attain in the
future, according to Coach
Doug Ingram.
"We purposely try to swim
against the strongest teams,"
Ingram said "Our conference
doesn't prepare us well enough
for the ~op competitors.
Swimming against big schools
gives SID good recognition. "
"W...:'re building up to the
bigger teams - it's a good
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Across the nation, the men's ~ lken special note of the
team is very well known_ The freshmen Laine Owen and
head coach of University of Tonia Mabaria," Drapper
Michigan, Jon Urbanchek said.
said., "I have been watching
"We have compe~ against
the men's team very closly. SID in the past years. We
Especially sw~ers such as swam with them at the Illini
(Scott) RoberLs, (Eric) Classic and they looked like a
Bradae, (Chris) Gally and very strong, powerful team.
(Ham) Garmendia."
They ought to be with a coach
"They are a very good Wim like Doug Ingram," Drapper
although I am more familiar said.
with the foriegn swinmers
The men's team is a comover the American swim- bination of (our-year swimmers," UrbancheJt said.
mers that !lave built them"SID is climbing in the selves up over a 101l& period of
ranking but it hasn't effected time.

,--------------1

:E

"We have been following the
team closely especially Scott
Roberts who is almost the No.
2 swimmer in the nation,"
Rich Drapper, Iowa's
assistant coach said.
"We have also been watching such men as Garmendia,

test"

.. ~~ !~"e»A!O~!E~!ff!C~!~

-ht" M •.In\ Ulln~tl!.- Cap.
.-, Ycotr N~IJU""udc: \\au.ml\
-FI(lC'_ (l"fUp" &.. Harll:!cr ... j',I;U<I

us yet. It doesn't really matter
to us. The NCAA finals is the
real test to look at." Urbancheks'?:d.
Also following the team's
record closely is the UrjversHy ill IpNa, ranked seventh in
the nation.

Staff Writer

"You're Not Cunna Pay A Lot AI Meintke!"

Foo~18!,~~,

Tonda Seals is the top free
throw shooter, hitting 76.3
percent, while Deanna Sanders is 27 of 56 for 48.2 percent
from 3-point range.
One area that has Scott
concerned is turnovers.
"We've hurt ourselves a great
deal with turnovers."

Swimming team aims
at Top 20 opponents

meineke

MUFFLERS

among starters. She is
averaging 10.9 points per game
and 7.0 rebounds. She also has
19 blocks this season.
Dana Fitzpatrick, a 5-8
senior guard, averages 10.3
ppgand 3.7 assists per game.
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Sports
Football coach names 2 more assistants to staff
Bv David Gamanettl

staff Writer

Saluki football coach Bob
Smith picked two more pieces
of his assistant coaching
puzzle Tuesday with the
naming of Stanley King
defensive secondary coach and
Sam Venilto wide receiver
coach.
With the hiring of King and
Venuto, one vacancy on
Smith's six-man staff remains,
an offensive coordinator,
whicb :.e said be hopes to fill
early next week.

"We'd like to have the final
scaff selection complete
Monday or Tuesday of next
week," Smith said.
King, a fomler All-American
defensive back at Livingston
University, will retain the
same position he had under
former coach Rick Rhoade!l.
His coaching career includes
four years of high school experience and fOOl" years as
defensive backs coach at
Tennessee-Cha ttanooga.
Venuto was a graduate
assistant coach, working with
the wide receivers and

quarterbacks, at Illinois last
season. He will graduate from
Illinois with his master's
degree in physical and higher
education this July.
Previously, Venuto had
served three years as quarterbaclt coach at James
Madison University from 1985r:rl, ani wa5 linebackers coach
at Colby College in 1984.
In addition to searching for
an offensive coordinator,
Smith and his entire staff will
be finishing up high school
recruiting with today's
national signing day. Smith

said despite reports of verbal
commitments, nothing is official.
"I don't put much credence
with where we are," Smith
said. "It is all up in the air until
we sign them on paper."
Recruiting coordina tor
Ralph Young said Monday the
Salukis had 11 total recruits
that will sign from the Chicago
area, and 15 to 17 from other
regions.
Smith said he has received
no signs of backing down from
the recruits from which
Rhoades' staff got verbal

commitments.
"I haven't detected any real
apprehension," Smith said.
"That is a tribute to the joe the
fellows working before did. It
is also a tribute to the school,
because It means the recruits
felt good about SIU."
The Chicago area is a must
for recruiting Smith said, but
he would like to concentrate on
areas closer to Southern
Illinois, including St. Louis,
Paducah, Ken. and Memphis,
Tenn.
See STAFF, Plge 24

Wheelchair players beat handicaps
By Paul Pabst
Staff Writer

When watching the SIU-C
wheelchair basketball team
practice, it's hard to differentiate it from the Saluki
men's team practicing at the
Arena.
Both teams do suicides when
a player misses a free throw.
Both coaches yell at their
players and both teams share
the camaraderie developed in
the time spent togethP.r. Aside
from the obvious diffrence, its
the same game, which is just
the way the wheelchair
players want it.
"We just want to play ball
like everyone else," team
captain Chris Speilman said.
"We are fufilling our dream to
play on a team. The people
who watch us play see what a
guy in a chair can do."
The wheelchair team was
started a year and a half ago
by Kathy Kurtz. Kurtz, a
graduate assistant for
Disabled Student Recreation,
got the program rolling and
has handed over the reigns to
this year's coach Todd Hatfield.
Hatfield, a 25-year-old
graduate of Speech Communication, said working with
the group has heen a rewarding experience.
'" love doing it," Hatfield
said. "These guys have really
defeated their so-callt:rI
handicap. Watch them play
and you will be amazed, you
won't see any handicap."
For the pla~ers, playing
basketball is both a physical
and men!al therapy for their
setbacks. Playing gives them a
new drive to succeed and their
competitive nature is visible.

Members of the SIlJ-C wh. .lchalr basketball team huddle up
during 8 game at Klel Auditorium In St Louis. The team, which

"You can't just sit around
for the rest of your life," team
member Dexter Rheume said
"Sports are a great therapy it
gets the competitive will to
achieve a goa) out of a perSOD."

It would seem that trying to

maneuver a wheelchair
around would be a difficult
task; but, the players say that
it's just the opposite.
"When you are out there
playing you forget about the
chair," team member Rich
Swanson said. "It's like a

Naming of volleyball coach
expected today or Thursday
ByTroy-T~
Staff Writer

volleyball coaches
who have enjoyed considerable success at their
res~tive levels of competition were interviewed
Tuesday for the Univt:rsity's
head coaching p<tiition.
Cathy Olson, bead coach at
North Dakota State, and
Chuck Erbe, former head
coach at Southern California, each met with Athletics
Director Jim Hart,
Associate AD Charlotte
West, and six-person search
comm;ttee aM the aUlletics
Two

department staff.
The other candidates are
Saluki assistant Sonya
Locke, who was seen
Tuesday with a high school

~:=r~c:ea ~~~:~)
Patti Hagemeyer.
All four candidates for the
vacancy, which was created
when Debbie Hunter
resigned Jan. 4 to coordinate
the U.S.
Volleyball
Association's coaching
ac:credidc:ltilin program,
have been interviewed.
Gary Camey, assistant AD
and chairman of the search

Paile:lll. Daily Egyptian. February 8, 111811

committee, said each
member of his committee
would submit a recommendation to Hart and West.
An ann()Um:ement naming a
bead coach could come late
today or Thursday.
This morning was the start
of volleyball's national
signing period of high school
players. In light of the
coaching vacancy, the
Salukis are not expected to
sign anyone today.
Olson, at 25 the youngest of
the candidateS, has coached
national contenders in her
See COACH, Pr.ge 24

played during halftime of a Billiken's game, was started a year
and a haH ago by a graduate assistant

basketball player w.>rryir.g
about his sh0e'3. You are too
psyched up to think about
anything but playing."

ex~~c~~~:o th! ~~~r~;::;
basketball competition is
unknown to most people. There

are national rankings for the
best teams and rlayers. There
is even a Fina Four played
every year.
"I've seen some players at
the Final Four that were in·
See SEAT, Pig. 24

Men in tie with Tulsa
as MVC race heats up
By David Gallianettl
Staff Writer

Despite dropping an 119-87
decision to Evansville Monday
night, things did not go so bad
for the Salukis.
SIU-C moved into a ti'irdplace l;~ in the Missouri Valley
with Tulsa, as the Golden
Hurncane were defeated by
Bradley, 7H9 in Peoria.
The Salukis will face Tulsa
at the Arena Feb. 18 a.ul tackle
J.D. Barnett's team on the
road Feb. 23.
League leader Creighton
extended its MVC lead to two
games as Wichita State fell to
Illinois State in the Redbird
Arena Monday, 57-52. The
Salukis remain the only team
to beat the Redbirds on their

new floor in six games.
The Salukis can keep pace
with the MVC's upper diVIsion
with a victory over Indiana
State Thursday night at the
Arena.
Creighton will make or
break its season in the next
three games. The Blue Jays
travel to Tulsa Feb. 11, and
host Wichita State Feb. 13 and
SIU-C Feb. 16. Creighton won
its fint five league games and
is on a three-game win streak.
Hi told the kids that each
time you \\-in you put it in the
bank and it will draw in·
terest," Blue Jays' coach Tony
Barone said. "When you draw
it out it pays dividends and vne
of those is confidence."

s.. RACE, Pig" 24

